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CASE SUMMARY
This case study addresses the need to provide a limited School
Breakfast Program in the Oshkosh Area School District. The program would
offer children the opportunity to have a nutritious breakfast at school. As a
result of societal changes, breakfast in the home is often either missing or
nutritionally inadequate. While undernourishment is not confined to children
from low-income families, this study emphasizes the need to provide a school
breakfast program in those schools where there is a significant number of
students from low-income households.
Six out of 16 elementary schools, Lincoln, Jefferson, Merrill, Roosevelt,
Washington, and Webster Stanley, met the criteria for IIsevere need.1I IISevere
needll schools are those schools where 40 percent or more of the school lunch
participation population two years ago (1989-1990) were eligible for free or
reduced-price meals as defined by the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA) guidelines.
This case study addresses several aspects of the School Breakfast
Program, including staffing, equipment and facility needs, program costs, food
waste, bus schedules, class schedules, crossing guards, and child supervision.
The School Breakfast Program income was determined by the number of
children estimated to eat breakfast, federal reimbursements, and student a la
carte sales. Program expenses were estimated for food, labor, and
administrative costs. Cost effectiveness was based on a self-supporting and
reasonably priced program in an effort to attract all students in schools where
the program is offered.
It was determined that a School Breakfast Program can be successfully
implemented in 6 out of 16 elementary schools in conjunction with a high
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1CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Description of the School Breakfast Program
The School Breakfast Program was established under the Child Nutrition
Act of 1966 as a pilot program targeted at two groups: low-income children
and children who were bused long distances to school. Congress declared:
In recognition of the demonstrated relationship between food and
good nutrition and the capacity of children to develop and learn, based
on the years of cumulative successful experience under the National
School Lunch Program with its significant contributions in the field of
applied nutrition research, it is hereby declared to be the policy of
Congress that these efforts shall be extended, expanded, and
strengthened under the authority of the Secretary of Agriculture as a
measure to safeguard the health and well-being of the Nation's children,
and to encourage the domestic consumption of agriculture and other
foods, by assisting States, through grants-in-aid and other means, to
more effectively meet the nutritional needs of our children. (Thompson,
Buchmiller, Kingston, Post, & Allington, p. 1)
The program was given permanent status by Congress in October of
19.75 as Public Law 94-1 05 which amended the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 by
stating, liAs a national nutrition and health policy, it is the purpose and intent of
Congress that the School Breakfast Program be made available in all schools
where it is needed to provide adequate nutrition for children in attendancell
(Thompson, et aI., p. 1). This law authorized funding for the School Breakfast
Program on a continuing basis. Additional federal legislation enacted in 1986
renews the federal commitment to the expansion of the School Breakfast
Program which was reinforced by the passage of the Child Nutrition and
2Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) Nutrition Program Amendments of 1989,
Public Law 101-147.
The School Breakfast Program is a federally funded program,
administered by the state education department, the Wisconsin Department of
Public Instruction. The department's administrative responsibilities include
monitoring program compliance and providing technical and consultative
assistance.
Who May Participate
Under the School Breakfast Program, breakfast is offered at no cost to
children with family incomes below 130 percent of the federal poverty level or at
a reduced price to those with family incomes between 130 and 185 percent of
poverty (Maurer, 1984). Children from families with any other income pay full
price.
Nationwide, 89 percent of the children participating in the program
receive breakfast at a free or reduced price. While the National School Lunch
Program is available to 98 percent of schoolchildren in the United States, the
School Breakfast Program is only offered to 39 percent of the schoolchildren. It
is estimated that approximately 600,000 children who now skip breakfast would
eat breakfast if the School Breakfast Program were available nationwide
(Meyers, Weitzman, & Sampson, 1988).
Any student attending a school serving breakfast may participate. The
School Breakfast Program offers any child a breakfast at a reasonable price.
The program is not limited to low-income students; however, it is targeted to
3reach poor and near-poor children. If the Oshkosh Area School District
chooses to participate in the School Breakfast Program, the school district must
contract with the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction. A contract can be
enacted at any time during the calendar year.
Applications for free and reduced-price lunches, which are the same for
lunch and breakfast, will be sent to parents/households before the 1991-1992
school year begins. Applications are accepted and processed throughout the
school year by the Food Services Office. The determining official, the Food
Services Office, computes total monthly income for the household and then
determines eligibility based on USDA guidelines. The household and the
attending schools are notified of the results. The Food Services Office is
responsible for keeping all eligibility information confidential and current. See
Appendix A for sample application.
Free and reduced-price breakfasts and lunches are offered to students
whose families meet the income guidelines established by the USDA. The
income guidelines for school nutrition programs appear in Table 1.1. Income
guidelines are the same for the breakfast and lunch programs. Table 1.1
indicates the current maximum gross income a household can earn and still
qualify for free or reduced-priced breakfasts and/or lunches. The guidelines are
adjusted annually to reflect the rate of inflation.
Table 1.1
1990-1991 Income Guidelines for School Nutrition Meals
Annual Income Levels Monthly Income Levels
Family
Free Reduced Free ReducedSize
1 8,164 8,165 - 11,618 681 682 - 969
2 10,946 10,947 - 15,577 913 914 - 1,299
3 13,728 13,729 - 19,536 1,144 1,145 - 1,628
4 16,510 16,511 - 23,495 1,376 1,377 - 1,958
5 19,292 19,293 - 27,454 1,608 1,609 - 2,288
6 22,074 22,075 - 31,413 1,840 1,841 - 2,618
7 24,856 24,857 - 35,372 2,072 2,073 - 2,948
8 27,638 27,639 - 39,331 2,304 2,305 - 3,278
Each add'i. +2,782 +3,959 +232 +330
household
member
Source: Federal Register, Volume 55, No. 86, 5/3/90, p. 18647.
Children in households receiving Food Stamps or Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC) are automatically eligible for free meals when their
application is received and processed by the Food Services Office. The
application must have the child's name and Food Stamp or AFDC case
number. The application must also be signed by an adult household member.
Like the National School Lunch Program, the School Breakfast Program
is an entitlement program. Any public school district, private elementary/
secondary school, or residential child-care facility that applies to the state
education department for the implementation of a School Breakfast Program
4
5and agrees to abide by the program regulations must receive funding from the
federal government via the state agency.
Unlike the School Lunch Program, which is a district-wide program, the
School Breakfast Program does not have to be offered in all schools. In the
Oshkosh Area School District, priority will be given to those schools where the
greatest need can be documented by a greater proportion of children receiving
free and reduced-price school lunches.
Nutrition and the School Breakfast Program
Probably the most important reason to offer a School Breakfast Program
is the major role breakfast plays in overall good nutrition, especially as good
nutrition relates to a child's ability to learn. Current and widely accepted
research indicates there is a small but significant link between school
performance, tardiness, absenteeism, and poor nutritional intake (Meyers, et aI.,
1988), specifically nutrition consumed prior to or in the early part of the school
day (Iowa Breakfast Studies, 1962). Most people agree that hungry children do
not learn as effectively as well-nourished children. Intelligence, memory,
learning, and behavior are affected by an inadequate diet. Undernourished
children have less energy, find it difficult to concentrate, and tire easily.
Learning Ability
In a 1981 study, Ernesto Pollitt, a researcher at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, monitored the eating patterns of nine- and ten-year-olds
and found that skipping breakfast decreased speed and accuracy on
problem-solving tests similar to schoolwork. Pollitt, Gersovitz, and Gargiulo
6(1978) found that the consumption of a midmorning snack significantly
increased the ability of children to perform math problems, and that short-term
hunger due to lack of breakfast may have some adverse effects on emotional,
behavioral, arithmetic and reading ability, and physical work output.
In August of 1986, Massachusetts enacted legislation mandating the
implementation of the School Breakfast Program in all public schools in which
at least 40 percent of the students qualified for free or reduced-price school
lunches. Meyers, Sampson, Weitzman, Rogers, and Kayne (1989) took the
opportunity to compare the testing abilities of 335 elementary school children
eligible for free and reduced-price school lunch who ate breakfast to 688
children who did not eat breakfast. Although both groups' achievement test
scores increased with time, there was a small but positive correlation between
breakfast program participants, an improvement in standardized achievement
test scores, and a reduction in tardiness. On a scale of 200-800, children who
received breakfast improved their test scores 48.4 points over scores from the
previous year. Non-participants increased their scores only 40.9 points. This
was the first study that correlated breakfast program participation with
academic performance.
The study also revealed decreased rates of tardiness for breakfast
program participants, with a slight increase for non-participants. Absence rates
increased for both groups, but the increase was less for school breakfast
participants. After a ten-year study on 121 students, the Iowa Breakfast Studies
(1976), probably the most recognized school breakfast research, concluded
7that the omission of breakfast resulted in decreased efficiency in the late
morning hours, poor physiologic performances, poorer attitudes toward school
work, and lower scholastic achievements. When these students were given an
adequate breakfast, they were able to do significantly more work.
The aforementioned research leads to the following statements:
1. Hungry children do not learn as efficiently as well-fed children.
2. Children who eat breakfast are more likely to go to school and get
there on time for classes.
3. When breakfast is omitted, children have decreased efficiency in the
late morning hours.
4. Children who do not eat properly miss more school.
5. Children who do not eat properly have decreased speed and
accuracy on problem-solving tests.
6. Children who receive breakfast or morning snacks have an increased
ability to read and to perform math problems.
7. Children who receive breakfast or morning snacks have fewer
behavioral problems.
Unfortunately, despite the above facts, the School Breakfast Program remains
one of the most underutilized entitlement programs in the country.
The problem to be addressed by this case study is whether or not the
Oshkosh Area School District can take advantage of this entitlement program
by offering a cost-effective School Breakfast Program. Cost effectiveness will
be based on the program's ability to be totally self-supportive and the ability to
offer school breakfast at a reasonable price in order to attract all students in the
school where breakfast is offered.
8The Oshkosh Area School District Food Services Office has on record an
average of 30 percent of the student enrollment at or below the poverty level.
This fact is significant to the community because it indicates that the
community's children may not receive proper nutrition due to a lack of personal
financial resources. A School Breakfast Program could provide a breakfast
which would support the nutritional needs of these children at little or no cost to
the household.
As the author of this paper and the Food Services Director for the
Oshkosh Area School District, I propose the implementation of a School
Breakfast Program program for several reasons:
1. To provide additional meals to children who may possibly receive a
school lunch as their only meal of the day.
2. To provide a nourishing breakfast to children who receive no
breakfast, or in some cases do not receive a nutritionally adequate
breakfast, at home and are therefore not alert during the morning
school hours.
3. To spread the growing food service fixed costs over two programs.
9CHAPTER 2
School Breakfast Program Alternate Solutions
Can a cost-effective School Breakfast Program be offered in the
Oshkosh Area School District? In this chapter, several alternate solutions to this
question will be addressed. There are a number of alternate solutions in
seeking a cost-effective School Breakfast Program. These include any
combination of 17 elementary, 4 middle, and 2 high schools, and a la carte
programs in every school. Unlike the National School Lunch Program, the
School Breakfast Program does not have to be offered in every school in the
district. The author has selected several possible combinations of schools and
a la carte programs that would maintain a self-supportive program, in addition
to providing breakfast for the greatest number of IIneedyll children in order to
receive additional federal financial assistance, higher participation, and possible
grant money for starting the program.
Alternate solution number one suggests providing no school breakfast
program. Not providing a School Breakfast Program in any of the schools
results in children who will lack the nutritional support necessary to take full
advantage of the educational environment. The end result is an adult who
cannot compete effectively in the work force. As will be established by this
case study, a cost-effective School Breakfast Program can be offered.
Alternate solution number two suggests offering breakfast only in
elementary schools where 40 percent or more of the children receive lunches
free or at a reduced price, and offering an a la carte breakfast at middle
10
schools. These elementary schools are considered IIsevere needll under federal
guidelines. Offering a School Breakfast Program in IIsevere needll elementary
schools would provide greater federal financial reimbursements and higher
participation which results in greater program revenues, in addition to possible
grant money for program initiation. The elementary schools by themselves
would serve an estimated 246 meals per day. See Table C-1 in Appendix C for
elementary school participation estimates. This case study will show that over
500 meals per day are necessary for the School Breakfast Program to be self
supportive. The middle schools do not have the facilities, equipment, nor space
to provide an a la carte program. Therefore, this combination of schools and
programs is not possible.
Alternate solution "number three suggests offering breakfast in all
elementary schools. This solution offers many children the opportunity to have
a nutritious breakfast at school. However, as determined by other school
districts, School Breakfast Program participation tends to be low in schools
where the majority of the households are above the poverty level (M. Hurt,
personal communication, November, 1990). The School Breakfast Program
generates revenue based, in part, on participation.
A disadvantage to solution number three is that the Oshkosh Area
School Distr.ict would not receive additional federal financial assistance for the
schools which did not meet "severe needll criteria. Therefore, toasters, pans,
utensils, and additional equipment would have to be purchased by the Food
Services Department. See Table 2.1 for a summary of equipment needed if all
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elementary schools offered a School Breakfast Program. The total cost to the
Food Services Department would equal $17,279.60. Although the elementary
schools which are considered IIsevere needll are eligible for grant money to
start a program, the initiation costs incurred by the other elementary schools
would be Food Services Department costs. Currently, the Food Services
Department is unable to financially support the additional expense.
Table 2.1
Equipment Needs for All Elementary Schools
Equipment No. Approximate Total
Needed Cost Per Item Cost
Savory Pop-Down Toasters 17 460.00 $ 7,820.00
Zesco Service Cart (Jefferson) 1 470.00 470.00
Transport Pans and Covers 68 60.00 4,080.00
Utensils: Tongs, Knives, Scoops 755.00
Closed Cabinets 4 800.00 3,200.00
Muffin Pans for 546 plus a la carte 20 12.03 240.60
2 qt. containers for condiments 136 5.25 714.00
Total $17,279.60
Source: Survey of Food Service Equipment Catalogues
Other problems associated with this solution include the transport time
required to deliver meals to all the elementary schools and pick up the same
transport boxes on the return route. Trucks and transport boxes must be back
to the high schools by 9:15 a.m. for school lunch loading. It would be nearly
impossible to accomplish this without additional trucks and transport boxes.
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Also, the baking schedule would have to be adjusted, as the baker is only
scheduled for two hours of breakfast baking time. Baking for 17 elementary
schools as opposed to 6 elementary schools would require additional baking
time, oven space, muffin tins, and sheet pans.
Alternate solution number four suggests offering a School Breakfast
Program in the IIsevere needll elementary schools and all middle schools. As
with alternate solution number two, these elementary schools have the potential
for greater federal reimbursement and greater participation which results in
greater revenues, in addition to grant money for starting the program. The
second part of this solution, middle schools, was introduced because the
enrollment numbers in middle schools are higher than all the elementary
schools. This suggests greater School Breakfast Program participation in
middle schools. However, the middle schools show the least amount of
participation in the lunch program. State-wide figures suggest that if
participation tends to be low in the school lunch program, then more than likely
participation will be low in the School Breakfast Program (B. Pratt, personal
communication, November, 1990). See Tables C-1, C-3, C-5, and C-6 in
Appendix C for participation estimates of middle schools. The total estimated
middle school participation equals 134 meals per day. Adding 134 to the 246
estimated participation in IIsevere needll elementary schools equals 380 meals
per day. The School Breakfast Program financially breaks even at 516 meals.
Alternate solution number five suggests offering a School Breakfast
Program only in IIsevere needll schools. A School Breakfast Program in these
13
schools gives the greatest number of "needy" children the opportunity to have
breakfast at school. However, participation and revenue estimates for these
schools alone would not financially support a School Breakfast Program even
with additionailisevere need" federal financial assistance. See Table C-2 in
Appendix C for estimated participation and revenue estimates for these
schools. Revenue generated from IIsevere need" schools equals $361.96 per
day while expenditures equal $511.38 per day. The difference is a negative
$149.42 per day. Table 2.2 provides a breakdown of projected profit/loss
figures for IIsevere need" schools.
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Table 2.2
Projected Profit/Loss Statement Only IISevere Needll Schools
Per Meal Daily Monthly-20
Revenues
Federal Reimbursements 0.48 172.84 3,456.80
Cash Sales
Students - full paid 0.41 146.59 2,931.80
Students - reduced price 0.12 42.53 850.60
A la carte 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total Revenues 1.00 361.96 7,239.20
Costs and Expenses
Food Costs 0.53 191.33 3,826.60
Supply Costs 0.08 27.58 551.60
Labor Costs 0.81 292.47 5,849.40
Total Costs and Expenses 1.42 511.38 10,227.60
Net Income/Loss -0.41 -149.42 -2,988.40
I Total Meals Per Day - 361
I
Alternate solution number six suggests offering breakfast in the IIsevere
needll elementary schools and at the high schools, in addition to offering an a la
carte breakfast at high schools. The high schools have the facilities necessary
to provide a successful a la carte breakfast in addition to providing a federally
reimbursable school breakfast program. The combination of these schools
could provide cash reimbursements and a la carte revenues necessary to cover
the expenditures for labor, food, and supplies on a daily basis. Table 3.10 on
15
page 36 shows the Projected Profit/Loss Statement for this solution. This
solution generates $.03 per meal in profit. The disadvantages of offering the
program as described would be that only nine schools have the opportunity to
participate in this program, although the author recognizes that all schools have
some children who come to school hungry.
The author has selected alternate solution number six to be addressed
by this case study. This solution provides breakfasts to the greatest number of
IIneedyll children, in addition to maintaining a self-supportive status. This
solution offers an a la carte program at the high schools and breaks even when
516 meals are served in six elementary schools and the high schools.
16
CHAPTER 3
Oshkosh Area School District School Breakfast Program
What to Serve for School Breakfast
The school breakfast menu will be designed to provide a variety of
nutritious, well-balanced daily food choices, in addition to improving the health
and well-being of the district's children. To participate in the School Breakfast
Program, the Oshkosh Area School District must agree to serve nourishing
breakfasts based on USDA nutrition standards. Each breakfast must contain,
as a minimum, the breakfast components which appear in Table 3.1, Meal
Pattern Requirements.
To reduce plate waste and food costs, the school district will have the
option of implementing Offer vs. Serve. Under Offer vs. Serve guidelines, for a
meal to be reimbursable, a child must select at least three of the four meal
components offered in the full portion amount. The child may reject the fourth
item completely or request a smaller portion. Children will be encouraged to
take all four meal components. A child's decision to accept or refuse one of
the four meal components will not affect the cost of the meal. Should the
school district choose not to implement Offer vs. Serve, the children will be
required to take all four meal components in the full portion amount. The lack
of cooking facilities at the elementary schools will necessitate the need to
simplify the menus.
Table 3.1
School Breakfast Meal Pattern Requirements
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Food Components/Items Required Minimum Serving Size
Grades K-12
Milk (fluid) - As a beverage, on cereal, or both 1/2 cup
Juice/FruitNegetable* - Fruit and/or vegetable; or full- 1/2 cup
strength fruit juice or vegetable juice
Select one serving from each of the following components/items, or two servings from
one component/item:
Bread/Bread Alternates - One of the following or an equivalent combination:
Bread (whole-grain or enriched) 1 slice
Biscuit, roll, muffin, or equal serving of cornbread, 1 serving
etc. (whole-grain or enriched meal or flour)
Cereal (whole-grain or enriched or fortified) 3/4 cup or 1 ounce
Meat/Meat Alternates - One of the following or an equivalent combination:
Lean meat, poultry or fish 1 ounce
Cheese 1 ounce
Large egg 1/2
Peanut butter or other nut or seed butters 2 tablespoons
Cooked dry beans and peas 4 tablespoons
Nuts and/or seeds** 1 ounce
* Recommended daily: A citrus juice or fruit or a fruit or vegetable that is a good source
of vitamin C.
** No more than one ounce of nuts and/or seeds may be served in anyone meal.
Source: United States Department of Agriculture, Food and Nutrition Services, Menu
Planning Guide for School Food Service, December, 1983, revised 1989, p. 52.
A sample of menu items includes cold or ready-to-eat cereals,
pre-portioned juice, and English muffins. In addition to the milk coolers, the
elementary schools will have institutional toasters. Along with preparing toast,
toaster-ready menu items will be purchased. A sample of toaster-ready menu
18
items includes waffles, toaster-ready fruit strudel, and French toast. Table 3.2
is a sample elementary menu. Monday menus will be limited to juice, cold
cereal, and a frozen toaster-ready menu item, because the entire breakfast
excluding the milk must be packed the preceding Friday and held cold over the
weekend. Breakfast bakery menu items to be prepared by the school district
baker will complement the baking schedule for the school lunch program.
Protein items will be offered to elementary children as often as possible.
A sample of protein menu items include mozzarella cheese sticks and turkey
sandwiches. At the high schools, eggs will be offered three times per week
with a choice of hot and cold cereals, bakery products, fruits, and milk offered
daily. Honey, peanut butter, and butter will be offered daily at all schools
participating in the School Breakfast Program.
19
Table 3.2
Sample Elementary School Menu
Oshkosh Area School District Breakfast Includes one-half pint of whole white milk
Elementary School Breakfast Menus or 2% white milk or 1% chocolate milk
Menu Month of August 26 - September 20, 1990
BREAK FOR BREAKFAST ... TO BE YOUR BEST
Breakfast money is collected monthly or on Thursday for the following week.
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY
August 26 August 27 August 28 August 29 August 30
Apple Juice Orange Wedges Pear Slices Orange Juice Banana
French Toast wI Blueberry Muffin Toast w/Peanut Cinnamon Roll Toasted English
Maple Syrup Cinnamon Toast Butter or Honey English Muffin Muffin w/Peanut
Cold Cereal w/Milk Banana Muffin Butter
Cold Cereal w/Milk
September 2 September 3 September 4 September 5 September 6
Pineapple Chunks Orange Wedges Apple Juice Orange Juice
Labor Day Waffles w/Maple Toast w/Peanut Streusel Coffeecake Cinnamon Toast
No School Syrup Butter Banana Bread Cold Cereal w/Milk
Cold Cereal w/Milk Apple Crumb Cakes
September 9 September 10 September 11 September 12 September 13
Apple Juice Fruit Cup Banana Apple Wedges Orange Wedges
French Toast Toaster Strudel Blueberry Muffin Cheese Sandwich Cinnamon Roll
w/Maple Syrup Baking Powder Cinnamon Toast Cold Cereal w/Milk Toasted English
Cold Cereal w/Milk Biscuit w/Honey Muffin w/Peanut
Butter
September 16 September 17 September 18 September 19 September 20
Orange Juice Pear Slices Apple Juice Peach Slices Pineapple Chunks
Granola Natural Toast w/Peanut Fruited Coffeecake Whole Wheat Toast Pumpkin Nut
Cereals Butter Honey Oatmeal w/Peanut Butter Muffin
Cold Cereal w/Milk Freckle Face Pan Muffin and Honey Cold Cereal wI
Roll Waffles w/Maple Milk
Syrup
Establishing IISevere Needll
During the 1989-1990 school year, an average of 7,500 children were
enrolled in the Oshkosh Area School District (T. Collins, personal
communication, October 1990). The Food Services Office recorded 2,250 or 30
percent of the children enrolled as eligible for free and reduced- price school
20
lunch through the National School Lunch Program. These children would be
eligible to receive free or reduced-price breakfast.
While undernourishment and poor nutrition are not confined to children
from low-income families, nutrition problems such as failure to thrive and
iron-deficiency anemia are more common among poor children (Hutton &
Oates, 1977, and Webb & Oski, 1973). Therefore, the schools where there is a
significant number of students receiving free or reduced-price lunches will be
target schools for the breakfast program. More specifically, the schools serving
40 percent or more of all lunches to students receiving lunches free or at
reduced price meet the criteria established by the USDA for IIsevere needll • For
the purpose of receiving additional federal reimbursements and grants, the 40
percent or more qualification, hence IIsevere needll , must be established from
data of two years ago. The author used the school lunch participation records
from the 1989-1990 school year to determine IIsevere needll for the 1991-1992
school year. Tables in Appendix B identify the schools which meet IIsevere
needll criteria for the 1991-1992 school year on a monthly basis from the
1989-1990 data.
Jefferson, Lincoln, and Washington Elementary Schools met IIsevere
needll criteria every month during the 1989-1990 school year. Roosevelt and
Webster Stanley Elementary Schools met the criteria eight out of nine months.
Merrill Elementary School met the criteria for IIsevere needll six of the nine
months, and Merrill Middle and Read Elementary Schools met the criteria three
out of nine months. Therefore, Jefferson, Lincoln, Merrill, Roosevelt,
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Washington, and Webster Stanley Elementary Schools were targeted as
schools in greatest need of a School Breakfast Program. The schools met the
criteria more than one-half of the months of the 1989-1990 school year.
Because Webster Stanley Middle School uses the same facilities as the
elementary school, it will also be a target school.
In the high schools, the need for school breakfast cannot be as well
documented as in the elementary schools because "severe need" for the
breakfast program is based on children actually receiving free and reduced-
price lunches. The high school students have "open campus" during the lunch
hour and many students leave campus for lunch, choose not to eat, and/or
choose to eat from the a la carte lines. While there is a significant number of
high school students eligible to eat lunches free or at a reduced price, they
simply do not eat or participate in the program.
Estimated Participation
Schools in the Oshkosh Area School District have been divided into four
categories based on the amount of need. "Severe needll schools is the first
category. These are Jefferson, Lincoln, Merrill, Roosevelt, Washington, and
Webster Stanley Elementary Schools. In these schools, 40 percent or more of
the lunch participation population receive lunch free or at a reduced price and
would, therefore, be eligible to receive breakfast free or at a reduced price.
Appendix C provides all participation estimates for this chapter and also
the reimbursement data that will be discussed later in this chapter. Table C-1
estimates breakfast participation for "severe need" schools for the 1991-1992
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school year based on the State of Wisconsin's average school breakfast
participation, 18 percent of average daily attendance (ADA). Total estimated
breakfasts served in IIsevere needll schools equal 300 per day.
Table C-2 estimates breakfast participation for IIsevere needll schools for
the 1991 school year based on similar schools in the La Crosse School District,
La Crosse, Wisconsin. La Crosse IIsevere needll schools breakfast participation
is approximately 50 percent of the lunch participation. The author estimates the
school breakfast participation in Oshkosh IIsevere needll schools to be similar to
the La Crosse program. However, the author will use 18 percent of ADA, the
Wisconsin average for participation, as it is a conservative estimate because
participation in the School Breakfast Program will directly affect revenue.
Table C-3 estimates breakfast participation by Merrill Middle School
students. This school will be added in January of 1992 when the program in
IIsevere needll schools is successful. Since Merrill Middle School and Merrill
Elementary School share facilities, Merrill Middle students could participate in
the school breakfast program with little change. Total estimated breakfasts to
be served to the middle school students equals 82 per day.
Table C-4 and C-5 estimate breakfast participation for the second
category of schools where the percentage of free and reduced-price lunches
served is 25 to 40 percent of the total meals served. These schools indicate
the second greatest need for the implementation of the School Breakfast
Program. Estimated breakfast participation based on 18 percent of ADA equals
339 breakfasts served per day. These schools include Emmeline Cook,
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Franklin, Read, Shapiro, and Smith Elementary Schools, and South Park Middle
School. These schools are not targeted for school breakfast in 1991. If the
program remains successful in the IIsevere needll schools, the School Breakfast
Program will be assessed for the addition of these schools at a future date.
Table C-6 estimates breakfast participation for the third category of schools
where the percentages of free and reduced-price lunches served is 15 to 24.9
percent of the total meals served. Table C-7 estimates breakfast participation
of schools where the percentages of free and reduced-price lunches served is
less than 15 percent of the total meals served. These schools show the least
amount of need for a School Breakfast Program. At this time, none of these
schools will be considered for the School Breakfast Program.
The author recognizes that in every school there are children who need
breakfast and who are not receiving it at home. However, at this time it is
impractical and not recommended by the Department of Public Instruction (DPI)
to offer breakfast in those schools where a need cannot be documented. Since
this program does not have to be implemented in all schools in the district, it is
to the district's benefit to prove the program successful in those schools where
it is needed before adding less IIneedyll schools.
Table C-7 also estimates the school breakfast participation for high
schools. It should be noted that the 31 percent lunch participation at the high
schools is far less than the state average of 57 percent for lunch participation.
Based on these figures showing approximately 50 percent less lunch
participation than the state average, the author estimated 9.72 percent for high
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school breakfast participation, which is approximately one-half of the 18 percent
state average. Based on 9.72 percent, estimates for participation in the high
schools equal 216 breakfasts served per day. This calculation appears on
Table C-8.
In summary, implementing a School Breakfast Program at the IIsevere
needll schools and the high schools would equal 516 meals per day, as





Jefferson Elementary School 28
Lincoln Elementary School 27
Merrill Elementary School 56
Roosevelt Elementary School 33
Washington Elementary School 48
Webster Stanley Elementary School 108
North High School 101
West High School 115
ITOTAL I 5161
High School A La Carte Program
In the past, the high school a la carte lunch program has supported a
large portion of the federal school lunch program. In the 1989-1990 school
year, the a la carte lunch program had a 35 percent profit. This profit covered
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losses in the Federal Kindergarten Milk Program and the School Lunch
Program. Similarly, the author estimated an a la carte breakfast program to
provide a 35 percent or $111.21 per day breakfast a la carte profit. Therefore,
an a la carte breakfast will be implemented in conjunction with the School
Breakfast Program at the high schools.
Financing and Revenues
Financing is available from three sources: federal assistance,
operational, and the Board of Education.
Federal Assistance
Cash Reimbursements
Federal Assistance is available in two forms, the first of which is cash
reimbursements. Cash reimbursement rates are determined for each school
year and are adjusted annually to reflect the cost of eating away from home as
determined by the Bureau of Labor.
The USDA will completely reimburse the cost of a free meal. The cost of
a reduced-price and a full-paid breakfast is shared between the USDA and the
household. The 1990-91 school year reimbursement rates for breakfast appear
in Table 3.4. Schools which are determined to be in "severe need" and can
substantiate a need for additional funding will be reimbursed $.7675 for
reduced-price meals and $1.0675 for free meals, if the cost of the meal exceeds
the normal free breakfast rate.
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Table 3.4
Breakfast Reimbursement Rates, 1990-1991
For each breakfast served to a student paying full price $.1875
For each breakfast served at a reduced price (not to $.5975
exceed $.30) for eligible needy students
For each breakfast served free to eligible needy students $.8975
Source: Federal Register, Volume 55, No. 132, 7/10/90, p. 28255.
Actual "severe need" status would not be granted until after
December 31, 1991, at which time the Department of Public Instruction would
determine if the status is warranted. "Severe need" status would be granted on
a school-by-school basis if the cost to provide a breakfast exceeded the
income from the meal. The Food Services Office must provide quarterly
profit/loss statements to DPI under the terms of the contract. If schools are
found to meet "severe need" status, "severe need" reimbursement rates would
be retroactive to the beginning of the school year.
The financial assistance from federal reimbursements appear in
Appendix C. The Oshkosh Area School District school lunch program averages
47.75 percent of meals served free, 11.75 percent of meals served at a reduced
priced, and 40.50 percent served to children paying full price. Estimated
number of breakfasts to be served is divided into free, reduced-price, and full-
paid based on these lunch figures.
Table C-1 estimates the total cash reimbursement to be received by the
school district if a School Breakfast Program were implemented in "severe
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needll schools. This category provides an estimated federal cash
reimbursement of $179.50 per day.
Table C-9 estimates the total reimbursement to be received if the school
breakfast program were implemented in IIsevere needll schools with IIsevere
needll status and, therefore, IIsevere needll reimbursement rates. Total
reimbursement is equal to $211 .52.
Table C-8 estimates the total reimbursement to be received if the School
Breakfast Program were implemented in the high schools, at 9.72 percent
estimated participation. Federal reimbursements equal $129.05 per day.
Therefore, the total daily federal cash reimbursement for all targeted
schools is equal to $308.55 without IIsevere needll status and $340.57 with
IIsevere needll status.
Start-up Grants
The second form of federal assistance is Public Law 101-147, the Child
Nutrition and WIC Reauthorization Act of 1989, enacted November 10, 1989,
which provides funds for the initiation of a School Breakfast Program. The
start-up grants are targeted for schools defined as attended by a significant
percentage of children from low-income families and where the district and/or
school agrees to operate the School Breakfast Program for at least three years.
Start-up funds must be used for nonrecurring costs such as equipment, training
of staff in new capacities, and outreach efforts to publicize a new School
Breakfast Program.
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Grant awards, five million dollars in the 1991 fiscal year, are made by the
USDA to the individual states. Funds are awarded to states on a competitive
basis, based on the following: 1) states having used their own or private
funding to promote the School Breakfast Program; 2) states that have
mandates for School Breakfast Program; or 3) states that have a high number
of low-income children who do not receive breakfast. The school district must
apply for grant monies.
The federal government stipulates that food service equipment must be
purchased after the grant has been awarded, which may be after the Fall 1991
target date of implementation.
Operational Revenues
The second source of revenue is income generated from cash sales.
These are the full-paid and reduced-price student breakfasts and adult




Middle School Students $.60
High School Students $.75
Adults $1.05
Reduced-Price Breakfast for Those Eligible $.30
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The charges in Table 3.5 are based on the state averages of $.50, $.56,
$.58, and $.83 for elementary, middle, high school and adult breakfast prices,
respectively. A reduced-price breakfast may cost no more than $.30 as
specified by the USDA.
Table C-1 indicates that the income generated from cash sales in IIsevere
needll schools, category 1, would equal approximately $83.87 ($73.24 full-paid
plus $10.63 reduced-price) per day. This is the income generated from IIsevere
needll schools with or without "severe needll status. Table C-8 indicates that the
income generated from cash sales in high schools equals $69.07. Therefore,
the total daily cash sales generated from the School Breakfast Program in the
target schools equals $157.32.
Board of Education
The last source of financial assistance is through the Board of Education.
The author will request that the costs of custodial, secretarial, and utilities be
financed by the Board. These staff members and the utilities are already in
place. The addition of a School Breakfast Program would indicate an allocation
of time as opposed to a monetary need. Custodial and secretarial staff would
have additional duties just as they do when a new educational program, such
as computer labs, is implemented in the school.
In addition, should grant monies not arrive prior to August, 1991, the
Board will be asked to pay for one-time start-up costs. If the Board is unable to
support the start-up costs, the implementation of the program will be delayed




To implement a School Breakfast Program in Lincoln, Jefferson, Merrill,
Roosevelt, Washington, and Webster Stanley Elementary Schools and North





Equipment No. Approximate Total
Needed Cost Per Item Cost
Hatco Rotary Toasters 2 1,374.00 $ 2,748.00
Savory Pop-Down Toasters 5 460.00 2,300.00
Zesco Service Cart (Jefferson) 1 470.00 470.00
Transport Pans and Covers 24 60.00 1,440.00
Utensils: Tongs, Knives, Scoops 400.00
Closed Cabinets 4 800.00 3,200.00
Muffin Pans for 546 plus a la carte 20 12.03 240.60
2 qt. containers for condiments 48 5.25 252.00
Total $11,050.60
Source: Survey of Food Service Equipment Catalogues
Equipment needs at high schools would be minimal since the kitchens
already have sufficient equipment to serve lunches, with the exception of




The labor required for the operation of a School Breakfast Program is
dependent on two variables: the menu and the available cooking facilities.
Table 3.7 provides a summary of labor and benefit estimations in addition to
staff requirements. Also included in this table are the wages for secretarial and
custodial time needed to provide a School Breakfast Program. Custodial and
secretarial wages and benefits will be Board-supported expenses. Estimated
total wages and benefits for the School Breakfast Program equal $292.47 per
day. Total secretarial wages equal $54.00, and total custodial wages equal
$63.00 per day.
Supervisory personnel will be volunteers sought from the Parent-Teacher
Organizations and other community groups. If volunteers are unavailable,
teacher aides and/or other support staff will have hours extended by 45
minutes. The School Breakfast Program will support the cost of wages and




Of TIMES TOTAL HOU~Y TOTAL RETlfI: RETIRE
SEC (UST
SCHOOL JOB STAFF NEEDED HOORS 'WAGE WAGES Er-PEE EMP£R
FICA LIFE INS HEALTH DENTAL DISABIL TIME TIME
0.122 0.0675
L1NtCtN SERVE 1 7:30-8:15 1.5 5.69 8.535
0 1.04 058 0.019 2.99 0 0
9 10.C::;
CHUSUP 1 7:30-8:15
JEFFERSON SERVE 1 7:30-8:15 1.5 5.69 8.535
0 1.04 058 0.019 2.99 C 0
9 10.5
CHE/SUP 1 7:30-8:15
MERRILL ELE SERVE 1 7:30-8:15 1.5 5.69 8.535
0 1.04 058 0.019 2.99 0 0 9
to.C::;
CHE/SUP 1 7:30-8:15
ROOSEVEL T SERVE 1 7:30-8: 15 1.5 5.69 8.535
0 1.04 058 0.019 2.99 C 0 9
10.5
(HE/SUP 17:30-8:15
WASHNGTON SERVE 1 7:30-8:30 1 5.69 5.69
0 0.69 0.38 0.0125 1.99 0 0 9
10.5
WEBS fER ST AN £Lf SERVE 1 7:30-8: 15 1.5 5.69 8.535
0 1.04 058 0.019 2.99 0 0 9
10.5
(HE/SUP 1 7:30-8:15
\l/£ST HIGH SCHco.. SERVE 1 7:15-6:45 1.5 6.13 920
0 1.12 062 0.027 4.64 0 0
(ASH 1 7:30-8:15 0.75 5.69 4.27 0 0.52 029 0.009
1.49 0 0
OR/CH£/SL 1 7:00-9: 15 2.25 4.93 11.09 0 1.35
0.75 0.03 5.88 0 0
I
PACK 12:15-3:00 0.75 5.91 4.~3 0 0.54
0.30 0.015 2.55 0 0
PN8/H~ 1 12:45-1:30 0.75 5.81 4.36 0 0.
53 029 0.0125 t .88 0 0
SL BREAD 0.5 0 0.00 0 0
.00 0.00
BAKING 1 2 7.83 15.66 0 1.91
1.06 0.025 4.25
SUP 1 2 9.49 18.98 0 2.32
128 0.5 3.8 0.241 0.0592
NORTH HIGH SCHJa. SERVE 1 7: 15-9: 15 2 6.13 1226
0 1.50 0.83 0.03 5.03
CASH 1 7:30-8: 15 0.75 5.69 427 0 0.52
029 0.009 1.49
DRIVE 1 7:00-9:00 2 4.93 9.86 0 1.20
067 0.032 2
PACK 1 2: 15-3:00 0.75 5.91 4.43 0 0.54
0.30 0.0158 0.99
PN8/HON 1 1:45-2:30 0.75 6.13 4.60 0 0.56
0.31 0.011 1.87
SUP 1 2 10.16 20.32 0 2.48
1.37 0.5 3.8 0.2~8 0.064
CENTRAL ORIADHIN 1 2.5 8.85 22.1
25 2.70 1.49 0.033 2.06 0.75 0.074
TorAl fOOD smvlc£ 29.75 $194.21 $23











Each meal served will require the supplies listed in Table 3.8. Cost
information was provided by supplier survey.
Table 3.8
Daily Supply Needs
No. Needed Per Meal Supply Cost
1 1O· 3-compartment plastic plate $.037
1 Spork kit: includes straw, napkin, and spark $.01644
ITotal supplies cost per meal I$.05344 I
Total supplies cost per meal per day equal $.05344. The cost of a bowl
for cold cereal has been calculated in with the cost of the cereal.
Table 3.9 provides a sampling of elementary school breakfast menus
with their corresponding food costs. Food costs are the result of supplier
surveys. The average cost per breakfast equals $.53. The total cost of $.53
includes all four meal components. If the Board of Education chooses
Offer vs. Serve for the district, it is likely that the food cost per meal would go
down slightly.
As a result of the frozen food that would be purchased for the School
Breakfast Program, there is a need to address costs incurred as a result of
additional frozen storage. With the school lunch program, the freezers located
at North and West High Schools are often filled to capacity. In addition, food is
kept at Oshkosh Cold Storage. With purchasing frozen juice, waffles, and
Table 3.9
Food Cost Estimates
1 Milk 0.12 2 Milk 0.12 3 Milk 0.12 4 Milk 0.12 5 Milk 0.12
Toast 0.003 Fruit Sauce 0.11 Juice, 4 oz. 0.13 Toast 0.003 Bran Muffin 0.1483
Juice, 4 oz. 0.13 Toast 0.003 Oat Bran 0.1483 Fruit Sauce 0.11 Fruit Sauce 0.11
Muffin
Waffle 0.1038 Cereal 0.27 Cereal 0.27 Pancake 0.11n Coffeecake 0.03
Syrup 0.02 Bowl 0.03 Bowl 0.03 Syrup 0.02
TOTAL 0.3768 TOTAL 0.533 TOTAL 0.6983 TOTAL 0.3707 TOTAL 0.4083
6 Milk 0.12 7 Milk 0.12 8 Milk 0.12 9 Milk 0.12 10 Milk 0.12
Toast 0.003 Fruit Sauce 0.11 Toast 0.003 Juice 4 oz. 0.13 Juice 4 oz. 0.13
Juice, 4 oz. 0.13 Toast 0.003 Fruit Sauce 0.11 R. Wheat 0.2083 E. Muffin 0.1445
Muffin
Cinnamon 0.1667 B.P. Biscuit 0.141 Coffeecake 0.13 Coffeecake 0.03 Coffeecake 0.03
Swirl
TOTAL 0.4197 TOTAL 0.374 TOTAL 0.363 TOTAL 0.4883 TOTAL 0.4245
11 Milk 0.12 12 Milk 0.12 13 Milk 0.12 14 Milk 0.12 15 Milk 0.12
Juice, 4 oz. 0.13 Fruit Sauce 0.11 Fruit Sauce 0.11 Juice, 4 oz. 0.13 Juice, 4 oz. 0.13
Cereal 0.27 Cereal 0.27 Cereal 0.27 Cereal 0.27 Cereal 0.27
Bowl 0.03 Bowl 0.03 Bowl 0.03 Bowl 0.03 Bowl 0.03
Cinnamon 0.1167 Waffles 0.1038 Cinnamon 0.1875 Cinnamon 0.163 Egg Bagel 0.1544
Swirl Raisin Biscuit Raisin Bagel
Syrup 0.02
TOTAL 0.6667 TOTAL 0.6538 TOTAL 0.7175 TOTAL 0.713 TOTAL 0.7044
I Average Breakfast Cost = $0.53 I
Source: Survey of Food Service Food Distributors, October, 1990. (,.)~
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French toast for a breakfast program, the need for frozen storage will increase.
The author was unable to estimate the cost of purchased frozen storage, as it
will and does fluctuate during the year. The cost of frozen storage in the
1989-90 school year was $2,300. It will be necessary to allocate some of the
cost of frozen storage to the School Breakfast Program, if it becomes
necessary to purchase frozen storage for the use of breakfast menu items.
Projected Profit/Loss Statement
The projected profit/loss statement appears in Table 3.10, and is
calculated with IIsevere need" reimbursements. For the purpose of this report,
there are 20 days in a month. This analysis provides the financial justification
for providing a School Breakfast Program in the IIsevere needll elementary
schools and the high schools in conjunction with a high school a la carte
program. Each meal served would profit $.03.
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Table 3.10
Projected Profit/Loss Statement With IISevere Needll Status
Per Meal Daily Monthly-20
Revenues
Federal Reimbursements 0.66 340.57 6,811.40
Cash Sales
Students - full paid 0.27 139.06 2,781.12
Students - reduced price 0.03 18.26 356.22
A la carte 0.22 111.21 2,224.20
Total Revenues 1.18 609.10 12,181.94
Costs and Expenses
Food Costs 0.53 273.48 5,469.60
Supply Costs 0.05 27.58 551.60
Labor Costs 0.57 292.47 5,849.40
Total Costs and Expenses 1.15 593.53 11,870.60
Net Income/Loss +0.03 +15.57 +311.34
I Total Meals Per Day - 516
I
Other Barriers
The remaining section of this chapter discusses major obstacles to
providing a School Breakfast Program.
Crossing Guard Schedule
The School Breakfast Program will not change the school crossing guard
schedules, as school breakfast will only take 10 to 15 minutes. Table 3.11





E. Cook Hazel & Murdock 7:25 AM - 8:05 AM
Franklin 5th & Sawyer 7:30 AM - 8:00 AM
9th & Huntington 7:42 AM - 8:00 AM
Jefferson 11 th & Oregon 7:30 AM - 8:05 AM
Oregon & 12th 7:30 AM - 8:00 AM
9th & Minnesota 7:30 AM - 8:05 AM
Lincoln Wisconsin/Church/Union 7:30 AM - 8:10 AM
Irving & Jackson 7:30 AM - 8:00 AM
Merrill Main & New York 7:35 AM - 8:10 AM
Jackson & New York 7:30 AM - 8:10 AM
Oaklawn N. Main & Viola 7:25 AM - 8:15 AM
Jackson & Viola 7:25 AM - 8:15 AM
Read Elmwood & New York 7:35 AM - 8:10 AM
Roosevelt Coolidge & Sawyer 7:40 AM - 8:05 AM
Shapiro S. Park & Knapp 7:30 AM - 8:05 AM
18th & Knapp 7:35 AM - 8:10 AM
Smith 18th & Oregon 7:30 AM - 8:05 AM
Washington Bowen & School 7:25 AM - 8:10 AM
Bowen & Merritt 7:20 AM - 8:05 AM
Bowen & Melvin 7:45 AM - 8:15 AM
Webster Stanley Bowen & Irving 7:35 AM - 8:10 AM
Class Time and Bus Schedules
Since a school breakfast can be served in as little as 10 to 15 minutes, it
will not be necessary to change bus schedules, as most of the children who
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attend the target schools walk to school. See Table 3.12 for Class Time and
Bus Schedule.
Need for Additional Labor and Supervision
In all targeted elementary schools, two staff members, 45 minutes each,
will be needed to prepare the food, serve, supervise, and account for the
children eating free, reduced-price, and full-paid breakfasts. Volunteers will be
sought through Parent-Teacher Organizations. If unsuccessful in getting
volunteers, teacher aides will be asked to extend their work hours. If that, too,
is unsuccessful, regular staff can be hired. All wages and benefits will be
covered by program reimbursements.
The baking schedule will be balanced with the lunch production. Slicing
of bread for toast will include additional high school labor by a cook helper. At
the high schools, one assistant cook's hours will be lengthened to cover the
breakfast set up, service, and clean up. Cashiering will be covered by
additional staff. Production and packing will be covered by extending the shifts
of cook helpers. In all schools, children will be expected to clean up after
themselves and to get to class on time.
Transportation will start at 7:00 a.m. The current food delivery persons
will start at 7:00 a.m. and will deliver and pick up from all schools by 9:15 a.m.
Table 3.12
Class Time and Bus Schedule
BUS 1 BUS 2 BUS 3 BUS 4 BUS 5 BUS 6 BUS 7 Children
SCHOOL START HOME Who
TIME ROOM Time No. Time No. Time No. Time No. Time No. Time No. Time No. Walk
E. Cook 8:00 no 7:30 3 7:45 6 7:55 13 7:55 20 212
Franklin 8:05 no 7:53 35 7:53 8 300
G. Meadow 8:56 no 8:40 59 8:40 45 8:40 22 0
Jefferson 8:05 no 7:30 8 145
Lakeside 8:56 no 8:40 48 8:40 49 8:40 79 8:40 61 2
Lincoln 8:00 no 152
Merrill Ele. 8:05 no 8:03 20 8:03 20 300
Merrill Mid. 7:48 yes 45 45 370
Oaklawn 8:10 no 7:57 20 8:05 13 90
Oakwood 8:45 no 8:30 50 8:35 60 8:35 60 8:40 50 8:40 40 20
Read 8:05 no 65 300
Roosevelt 8:05 no 200
J. Shapiro 8:05 no 7:52 43 7:55 49 7:48 91 7:54 61 7:50 51 200
Smith 8:05 no 7 2 176
S. Park Mid. 7:48 yes 7:30 90 7:40 90 242
Sunset 8:45 no 8:25 60 8:27 50 8:30 40 0
P.A. Tipler 7:40 yes 7:30 23 7:20 8 7:20 38 7:30 9 7:25 35 7:20 24 7:25 9 342
Washington 8:05 no 350
W. Stanley EI. 8:15 no 280
W. Stanley Mi. 7:48 no 360
North High 8:00 no 7:15 7:15 7:15 7:15 7:15 7:15 7:15
West High 8:00 no 7:15 7:15 7:15 7:55 7:55 7:55 7:55 U)
CO
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As much as possible, current labor hours will be extended and current staff will
be asked to cover the operation of the School Breakfast Program.
Administration
The handling of paperwork and money by school secretaries and the
Food Services Office will be similar to the paperwork and money required to
keep the School Lunch Program in operation. This is a concern, as secretarial
staff members have already indicated that they are overextended. This issue
will be addressed on an individual school basis. The author will examine the
cost of additional administrative assistance, should that be necessary.
The Role of the School District
It is expected that some staff and households will see the School
Breakfast Program as assuming another responsibility of the household. Often
parents are too pressed for time to supervise an adequate breakfast. Many
parents have early shifts that begin before their children leave for school. The
result is that most children in this country do not consume even a modest
breakfast. This fact, however, is not a result of the School Breakfast Program
but rather, creates a need for the program. Society is rapidly changing and
school breakfast is a response to these changes, not a cause. For many
children the choice is not whether to have breakfast at home or at school; the
choice is to have breakfast at school or to have no breakfast at all.
The School Breakfast Program clearly falls within the school's educational
mission. Several studies document the role between good nutrition and the
child's ability to learn. Staff members spend a significant amount of time and
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thought on selecting textbooks, developing lesson plans, and providing
activities to enhance the learning of students. Children who are hungry or
undernourished cannot take full advantage of these resources and are therefore
not getting an equal opportunity for education. Providing school breakfast
gives all children that opportunity.
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CHAPTER 4
Marketing the School Breakfast Program
The target market consists of three different groups. The first and largest
group of customers is the parents/heads-of-households of "severe need"
elementary school children. The second customer group is the elementary
school children, and the third customer group is the high school students
attending North and West High Schools.
The product is similar for all customers. Minor differences will occur in
price and place. Major differences will be with promotion. The product for all
groups of customers consists of nutritious, fulfilling and consistent-quality
school breakfast. Meals will be served to the children by qualified staff in a
sanitary and healthful manner at their school. The menu will be planned
monthly to contain a variety canned and fresh fruit, juice, cereals, toast, muffins,
coffeecakes, waffles, and French toast. The menus will complement the school
lunch menus. Portion sizes will be adjusted to meet approximately one-fourth
of the Recommended Dietary Allowances for children of that particular school
age.
Heads-of-households/parents will be able to pay weekly or monthly as
they do with school lunch. The payment can be combined with school lunch
and/or recess milk payments if the family desires. Money will be collected from
students on Thursday mornings for the following week or month.
Children of households eligible for free or reduced-price school lunches
will be eligible for free or reduced-price school breakfasts under the income
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guidelines established by the USDA. Prices will be printed on monthly menus
and will be sent home to households with the elementary children one week
prior to the start of the month. Prices for high school students will be
announced with the morning announcements and will also be posted.
The place of service will be the child's school. In most cases, school
breakfast will be served in the same location as school lunch. The children will
need to arrive at school no more than 10 minutes earlier if they are to receive
school breakfast. Breakfast in other districts is served in classrooms, existing
lunch facilities and gymnasiums. In the Oshkosh Area School District, the
current lunchroom facilities are available in most schools.
Food will be transported from the high schools to the elementary schools
in the morning. Some food, such as toast and toasted English muffins, will be
prepared on location.
Promotion will include a series of School Breakfast Program articles
appearing in the Oshkosh Northwestern daily newspaper and the Buyer's Guide
weekly newspaper during the summer prior to implementation of the program.
School newsletters will contain information on school breakfast. A letter similar
to Figure 4.1 will be sent home to parents/households, and the American
School Food Services Association's brochure, Figure 4.2, will be sent to school








A school breakfast program is available at your child's school. The breakfast is
available in (location) from (time) to (time).
WHAT IS A SCHOOL BREAKFAST?
School breakfast is available to students when they arrive at school. Students are
offered 8 ounces of milk, 1/2 cup fruit or vegetable or juice, and two servings of
bread or meat or one of each. The breakfast menus provide the nourishment your
child needs to perform in morning classes.
HOW MUCH DOES A BREAKFAST COST?
The price of a paid meal is ; the reduced-price meal is . If
your student is eligible for a free lunch, he or she can also receive a free breakfast.
WHY SHOULD MY CHILD EAT BREAKFAST AT SCHOOL?
Even though your child may not be hungry at home, a morning meal is still needed
to supply adequate energy to carry her or him to lunch time. Research studies
have shown that students who eat breakfast perform better academically than those
students without a breakfast. Breakfast at school gives the students an opportunity
to talk with other students and teachers before classes.
WHAT TYPE OF FOOD IS SERVED?
Here is just a sample of the food that is available for your student.
(INSERT MENUS)
* Add this sentence if the school is implementing the Offer vs. Serve provision:
"Your child may select three or four items for the same breakfast price. 1I
Figure 4.2






American School Food Service
Association
What can you, the administrator,
do?
As a school administrator, you have a great
influence on the mental and physical health
and well-being of your students. Now is a great
time to start a School Breakfast Program! With
minor adjustments to existing food service
personnel schedules, many National School
Lunch Program schools find that they can
participate in the School Breakfast Program
without having to hire additional help or make
spe<:ial equipment purchases.
Questions should be directed to:
Your State Department of Education for
Technical Assistance, USDA, FNS, Regional
Office.
~ American School Food Service Association• ~ 1600 Duke Sl, 7th Floor, Alexandria, VA 22314~;~ " (800) 877-8822
Brochure for School Administrators (page 2)
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The School Breakfast program gives
children a healthy send-off for the day's
classes. Researchers say that missing
breakfast can diminish a child's mental
and physical performance. Children
who miss the morning meal tend to
react more slowly, are less productive,
have more trouble concentrating and
tire more quickly than children who eat
breakfast.
School breakfasts, based on U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA)
stand.ards, provide approximately one-
fourth of a child's daily nutritional needs.
A typical school breakfast includes:
fluid milk, vegetables or fruits, breads
and/or cereals and protein-rich foods.
The USDA sponsors the School
Breakfast program, which is
administered at the state level by the
State Department of Education. The
program is available to all public and
nonprofit private schools (high school
grades and under) and private
nonprofit licensed residential child care
institutions.
What must a school do to
participate?
It must:
• Complete a program agreement with the
State Department of Education.
• Operate food service on a nonprofit basis.
• Plan, prepare and serve (or offer) foods that
meet meal pattern requirements.
• Offer breakfast free or at a reduced price to
any child with an income at or below the
eligibility criteria.
• Make breakfasts available to ail children
regardless of race, color, national origin, sex,
handicap or age.
What can the Department of
Education do to help you?
It can provide:
• Federal reimbursement for each breakfast,
which meets meal pattern requirements,
served to an eligible child.
• Special cash assistance for breakfasts served
to children who are eligible for free or
reduced-price breakfasts.
• Technical assistance and guidance to aid in
establishment and operation of the program.
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A volunteer committee of school breakfast advocates will be formed to
talk with Parent-Teacher Organizations, teachers, classrooms, the community,
Board members, and school administrators. They will provide information
about what the School Breakfast Program is, where it is available, the price of a
breakfast, and who can participate.
The competition of the many local fast-food restaurants will be addressed
through various promotional gimmicks. For example, cost comparisons will be
published in brochures aimed particularly at the high school student. Other
information will include how the School Breakfast Program provides a complete
breakfast in a convenient location and how breakfast at school is served as fast
as the fast-food restaurants. The a la carte program will be able to offer as
many or more choices as a fast-food restaurant. This will also be emphasized
through the Oshkosh Northwestern and the Buyer's Guide.
The cost of a home-prepared breakfast is to remain competitive as food
costs continue to rise. The School Breakfast Program will again provide far
more variety at minimal cost than can be provided at home and without the
labor of a family member preparing breakfast. When implemented, the School
Breakfast Program will provide a service to teachers, administrators, parents,
and the students who can obtain a nutritious meal at school.
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusion and Implementation Plan
Should the School Board approve the School Breakfast Program, the
implementation process can proceed as follows:
1. Formation of a School Breakfast Program Committee.
2. Apply for start-up grants.
3. Operate a pilot program in one or two of the targeted schools.
4. Assess and evaluate pilot program. Determine if the full program
should be implemented and when.
5. If the school district is awarded grant money, prepare to contract for
three years.
6. Prepare press releases.
7. Prepare bid proposals for equipment, supplies, and food.
8. Hire staff.
9. Prepare the contract for the School Breakfast Program with Department
of Public Instruction.
1O. Implement by starting with two schools at a time, over the course of
three months.
11. Assess and evaluate the program daily for problems and six months for
participation and financial analysis. The program is expected to break
even in four months.
As a result of this study, Jefferson, Lincoln, Merrill, Roosevelt, Washington,
and Webster Stanley Elementary Schools, and North and West High Schools
will have the School Breakfast Program. Financially, the total of these schools
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can support the program, because together they add to the participation and
revenue requirements necessary to make this program successful.
There are two major obstacles to full implementation of the School
Breakfast Program in the Oshkosh Area School District. One is the belief that
providing a School Breakfast Program is providing lIanother free welfare servicell
to a growing number of free services for low-income families. This belief is
based on the hope that if the school district does not provide breakfast, then
the family will have to provide breakfast for their family. The reality is that the
child simply will not receive any breakfast, or at best will receive a nutritionally
inadequate breakfast. And children who are hungry are not able to get the
most out of the educational environment, so a pattern is created. And in the
future, the child's children will be eligible for free or reduced-price lunches.
The second obstacle involves the administrative tasks necessary to
provide the School Breakfast Program. Like the School Lunch Program, there
is paperwork involved just as with any educational program receiving federal
financial assistance. Additional administrative labor becomes far too expensive
for this program to support. The whole educational environment is continually
growing and changing and almost all staff in the district are expected to change
and grow with this environment. Duties are added and subtracted as these
changes are brought about. The same applies to the School Breakfast
Program. While it is not reading or math, the School Breakfast Program
readies the child for these academic programs, just as providing paper and a
pencil does.
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The School Breakfast Program can offer the Oshkosh Area School
District's children, all children in those schools where it would be provided, the
opportunity to receive a nutritious breakfast. The implementation of this
program would provide a service to the Oshkosh community. It would support
the household in providing a meal that is necessary for the growth and
development of children, yet which is often difficult to provide due to the
changing roles of our society. In addition, the implementation of this program
would give the children who may be destined to a life of poverty, just as their
parents are, the opportunity to profit more from the educational environment
and possibly break that cycle of poverty.
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OSHKOSH AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
1600 SOUTHLAND AVENUE. OSHKOSH. WI 54903
August 27, 1990
Dear Parent or GuardIan:
If you currently receIve Food Stamps or AId to
Famllles wi th Dependent Children (AFDC) for
your chlld, you only have to list your ch1ld's
name and Food Stamp or AFDC case number and
~ the appl1cat10n If you do not 11st a food
stamp or AFOC case number, the appllcatton
must have the names of everyone In the
housenold, tne amount or 1ncome eacn hOLSehold
member now gets, where It comes from and
how orten 1t IS recetved, tne soclal seOJrlty
number or elther the prImary wage earner or
the household member who s1gns the appllcat10n
or the word "none" 1r the member does not have
a social securlty numoer, and the Signature or
an adult household member. An appl1cat10n that
1s not complete cannot be approved.
Week
11,618 969 224
2 15,577 1,299 300
3 19,536 1,628 376
4 23,495 1,958 452
5 27,454 2,288 528
6 31,413 2,618 605
7 35,372 2,948 681
8 39,331 3,278 757
Each Addl tlonal
ram lly member
add +3,959 + 330 -+77
The Oshkosh Area School Dlstr1ct takes part In the Natlonal School Lunch Program. Nutrlt10us meals are served
every school day. StUdents may buy lunCh for $4.25 per week in elementary schools, $4.50 per week ln
m1ddle schools, and $1.10 per day 1n high schools. Meals are also ava11able free or at a reduced pr1ce of 40
cents per lunch. To apply for free or reduced prIce meals, complete the enclosed appllcatlon and retlrn 1t as
lnstructed. Ir you have roster chIldren they may be elIgIble for these benef1ts regardless or your household
lncome.
INCOME CHART
Effect1ve from July J, 1990 to June 30, 1991
Household 51ze Annual Month
• VERIFICATION: The InformatIon on the applIcation may be checked by school off1clals at any tlme dLrlng
the school year. You may be asked to send information to prove that your chl1d should receive free or reduced
prIced mea Is.
• FAI R HEARl NG: 11 you do not agree 'N Itt! the decisIon on your COP! lcatlon or the resu1t of verlf1catlon, you
may w 1sh to d1scuss 1t wHh the FOOd ServIce DIrector. You aIso have a right to a faIr hear1ng. Thls can be done
by call1ng or wr1tlng Mr. Todd Gray, 1600 Southland Avenue l P.O. Box 3048, OshkOSh, WI 54903, or by
telephone 424-0120.
• REPORTING CHANGES: If you 11st 1ncome 1nformatlon and yOLl" ch11d 15 approved for meal benefHs, you
must tell the FOOd Serv1ce Director when your household lncome Increases by $50 or more per month ($600
per year) or when your household s1ze decreases. If you lIst a food stamp case number or AFOC number, you
must notlry the Food ServIce D1rector wren you no longer receIve Food Stamps or AFDC ror your Child.
• CONFIDENTIALITY: The 1nformation you prov1de wIll be treated conr1dent1alJy and w1ll be used only ror
ellg1bl11ty determinatIon and verlr1caUon or data.
• REAPPLICATION: You may apply for benefHs any t1me during the school year. If you are not el1g1ble now
but have a decrease In household lncome l become unemployed cr have an Increase 1n household sIze, complete an
appl1cat1on at that t1me.
• NONDISCRIMINATION: Children who receive free or reduced price meal beneflts are treated the same as
Chl1dren who pay for meals. In the operat1on of the child feeding programs, no chl1d w111 be dlscr1mlnated
aga1nst because or race, sex, color, nat10nal origIn, age, or handIcap. If you believe you have been
d1scr1m1nated against, wrtte to the Secretary of Ag--tculture l Wash1ngton, D.C. 20250.
lncerelY'I·(~
. James B. Henderson
perlntendent of Schools
------ ....._-_ ..•_-_._----------_.._-- ----_._----_._._--
APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
To apply (or free and reduced price meals complete this applIcation using the instructIons, sIgn
your name) and return it to Peggy West, Food Serv1ce Director, Oshkosh Area School District,
1600 South Iand Ave., Oshkosh, WI 54903. I f you need he Ip, ca 11 424-4936,
Part 1 - STUDENT INFORMATION: Write the names, grades and schools of all your children who
go to school in this district..
Part 2 - FOSTER CHILD: A FOSTER CHILD who is the I al responsibility of the werfare agency or
court may get meals re ardless of our household Income. . .
1. FOSTER CHILD: Put a checkmark (¥') in the box if you are apptying for a foster child.
2. INCOME: Write the child's personal use income and how often It is recetved (such as weekty,
every two weeks, twice a month or monthty). Write '0' if the child has no income.
Perlonal use Income i, (a) money given by the weHare office identified ~ ca1~ory for the child', personal US" such
as for clothing, school ftMS and allowance.: and (b) all other money the child getl, .uch u money from hfa/her famity
and money from full-time or regular part-time jobe.
3. SIGNATURE: An adult household member must sign the application in Part 4.
Part 3A· HOUSEHOLDS NOW GETTlNG FOOD STAMPS OR AFDC FOR THEIR CHILDREN:
~~5J?~E:~~6u~~:nt~j~ag~%:graxw62~Part 38 tt there Is any child In your
1. CASE NUMBER: Write your Food Stamp 0( AFDC Case Number.
2. NAMES: If you do not get food stamps or AFDC fO( aJl your children, write the names of the
children for whom you do NOT get these benefrts and compk:rte Part 3B.
3. SIGNATURE: An adult must sign the application.
Part 38 - ALL OTHER HOUSEHOLDS: IF YOU DID NOT Give A FOOD STAMP/AFDC CASE
NUMBER FOR ALL YOUR CHILDREN COMPLETE THIS PART AND PARI 4.
1. HOUSEHOLD NAMES: Write the names C?f everyone In your household. Include yoursetf and the
children listed above, your spouse, all other children, grandparents, other relatives and unrelated
people in your household. Usa a separate sheet of paper if you do not have enough space.
2. CURRENT INCOME: Write the amount 0( income each person ()(IN gets on the same line as their
name, how often the person gets it (such as weekty, every two weeks, twice a month or monthty) and
where it comes from, such as Earnings, Wetfare, Pensions or Other. Income is all money before taxes
or anything else is taken out. tf the amount recerved most recentty l:s higher or lower than usual, write
instead that person's usuaJ Income.
3. SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER: Write the name and sociaJ security number of either the parent!
guardian who is the primary wage earner or the adutt household member who signs the form. Write
the word 'none- if neither adutt househ~d member has a soclaJ security number.
4. SIGNATURE: An adult~d member must sign the appHcation In Part 4,
Part ~ - SIGNATURE: An appHcalk:>n must be signed by an adutt household member or the
application cannot be approved.
Part 5 - RACIALJETHNIC IDENTITY: Put a chockmaJ1< (V) next to the raciaVethnlc group of your
children. We need the infonnation to be sure everyone gets benefits on a fair basis. You do not have to








Nel 1"C()l'M from ~elf-Qwned
Miness or farm
'We (fare/Chi (d SupportlAlimony












Earnings from second job
Disability benefils
InteresUDividends








Any other monies that may
b. ~lIlble to pay for
the child's meals
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APPLICATION FOR FREE AND REDUCED-PRICE SCHOOL MEALS AND/OR FREE MILK
To apply for free .and reduced-price meals or 1/2 day kindergarten free milk for your child(ren). read the instructions on the
back, complete this form, sign your name, and return it to the .school.
PART 1 - STUDENT INFORMATION:
Children', Na..m..: Fim M.l. Grade
PART 2 - FOSTER CHILD: Complete a saparate appltcation for each foster child. Complete this Part and
sign the appHcation in Part 4 .
• thia La • foct~ child. ch8'Ck th~ box 0 .Write the child'. Income and how otten tt i. receNed h1tr.: I
PART 3A - HOUSEHOLDS NOW GETIlNG FOOD STAMPS OR AFDC FOR THEIR CHILDREN - Complete
this Part and sign the application in Part -4. In addition, complete Part 38 if there is any child in your
household for whom you do not get food stamps or MOC.
Food Stamp Cau Numbeor. AFDC Cue Number: _
Write the names of the children listed above to(' whom you do not get food stamps or AFDC and compJete
Part 3B, listing EVERYONE in your househ~d.
Child', N~: Child'. Name: _
Child', N&me: Child', N~: _
PART 38 - ALL OTHER HOUSEHOLDS - If you did not write a Food Stamp or AFDC case number jor all
your children, complete this Part and sign the application in Part 4.
Sample I 170 / t.Jlj'_~ 1.1 3~O / nm lr / If ~O /~
NAMES CURRENT INCOMEJFREQUENCY
Ua:t the N..,.... 01 E..a.rn;n-ga from won. Weli as _. Chl~ SY P'PO(t. P-rrnoena trom~. .Job 2 0( ArTy <::>che r
Eveort0n4 ... y~ ea-or. Ced~). AAInony, ~~8od&1 l.noottM
~ Job ,.
1. s / s / s / s 1
--- --- ---
2. s / s / ~__I s /
--- ---
3. s / s / s / s__I
I
--- ---






I5. I I· s I s / $ /
--- --- ---




I / ,---/ $__/ $__1__-----
8. lJ / '---/ I /
.__/
Nama lod Social Security Numb.or ot primary Waga Elenar or HOUIDhold M.mbor who .Igol shi. form (501 Prtvacy Ad Sl.t.m'n1)
Social s.curity Number
PART -4 .. SIGNATURE: ..A1LaQ..ulUlousehold member must sign the application before il can be approved
PENAlTiES fOR WlSREPRESENTATlOH: I owtity~ all cJ the~ 1fU()(l"l'\.&l)() is trv. and CQ(T.-d and It\&l~ Food SWnp numt>et 0( AFDC number _ coned Of
It\.II1 aJl Il"IQOC'ne illr~. I~ It..- thea ini~ IS boN'lQ g~ kJ( V. r-=-pC c.C F.o.r-al tund:I: It\.II& Iid'loo4~ rNry wrly ~ ini~on IN
~ W'td INIS ~b«1I1e m.l.-pr~ cJ the ..... ()(T1'\.&bO(\ rn.:.y rM k) pt'OMOJOOO~~ $taU and~~.
WNATVR2: Of ADULT: ~tiTED NA,),lE Of AOULT: _
Ca1. ~n.d Home Te~phOoe WonT~ Hoor. Add,.... Zip Cod.
PART 5 .. RACElETHNIC IDENTITY: 'You are not required to answer th~ ques1km.
~lTE. no( c:J Hi.oenic; Orio'" Deu.cK not d~ OOoin ~~ANIC ~ASl.AH 011 PAClfW: tS\.,A.NOER ~"'ER.CA.N INDlAN 0( ALlSKA NATIVE
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Section 9 of til, N.ltlonll School Lunch Act requires that. unle" yO'Vl" children', food ,t..mp or MOe '15e number Is provided. you must Include I socl.1 security
number on tht .pOllc.Llon. This m.y ~ ,I!.her the :wei" 51curlty number of the parent or gu.-dl.n who Is the primary wloe earn.r or the socl.1 securlly number
of tht .dull household me~ 5190ln9 l.he appllcIUon. or .,.. Indlcallon th.l ~Itiler hoosehold memo.,- possesses I socl.l securlly nOOlber. Provision of a social
security lll..mber Is nol mandatory. IxJl is • socl.1 securlly number Is not provided or an Indicallon Is nol made th.l neither the primary wage .....ner nor the adull
household member 510011'19 the application hn on.. the applicallon cannot ~ IPQroved, This nollce musl ~ brouQhl to the attention of the household member
whose social ,.curlty nLmbe" Is dlsdosed. Th. :wclll security n\Xl1W may be used to Identify th, hOIJ"hold member In carryino oul efforts lo verify th.
Cor,.,Ct.llU' or In(ormatlon It..lad on t.Jo. 'oollc.Uon. ThlSe ..,.rlf1cation llrforts may ~ c.rrl,d oul lhrOU9h pr09'"Itn rev;,wI. eudiLs. and l~s1l9allonl and may
Include conlaclln(J omoloyeN t.o delermlne Intome. contActing. food ,l,amp or w.lf~, omc. to determine currenl cerllncaUon for receipt. of food ,tAmps or
AFDC b,nent.,. conlactlnQ th. Slat••mployment ,ecurity omc. lo determine the emol.l1l o( bonef1ts received and checldn9 the document.lIon produc.d by the
household member Lo prove the Amount or Income received. These llrrorts may resull In a 105S or reducUon of benent.s, administrative cl.lms, or leoal acllons If




0... naeoe wnt: _
t----------------1If:0A 8CHOOl U$E ONLY· DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS UHE --------------...
MONTHLY NCOME COtNERSJON: WEEKLY X ".33: EVERY 2 WEEKS X 2. 15: lWlCE A. MONTH X 2o FOOD STAMP/AFDC HOUSEHOLD
o INCOME HOUSEHOLD: TOC-'~ monINy inoome: _
~~tor.OF,...~
o fWe 'OICt pnoe "...




EligibiHty for Free and Reduced Price Meals
Revised June, 1990
Family Name(s}:





o Focused Sampling : Date Selected: _













o Food Stamp or AFDC Office











VERIFICATION RESULT: 0 No Change o Ineligible o Free to Reduced Price o Reduced Price to Free
REASON FOR ELIGIBILITY CHANGE: 0 Income 0 Refused to Cooperate 0 Food Stamp/AFDC Eligibility Not Confirmed
DOther _







Establishing IISevere Needll - August/September 1989
TOTAL NO. TOTAL TOTAL SEVERE NEED
DAYS TOTAL TOTAL QEDUCED FQEE & QED EST.ABLISHED
LUNCH LUNCHES FREE LUNCHES LUNCHES LUNCHES BY 40X OF
SCHOOl SERVED SERVED SERVED SERVED SERVED PARTICIPATION
E. Cook 24 2740 645 280 925 33.76~
Franklin 24 3235 575 242 817 25.26"
Green Meadow 24 1784 131 75 206 11.55~
Jefferson 24 2849 1451 299 1750 61.43X
Lakeside 24 3454 117 100 22:5 0.~1'"
lincoln 24 2011 959 189 1148 57.09X
Merrill Ele. 24 5216 1781 268 2049 39.28"
Merrill Mid. 24 4618 1235 274 1509 32.68"
Oaklawn 24 1561 213 81 204 18.83Jl
Oakwood 24 3526 110 103 213 6.04~
Read 24 3988 1053 433 1486 37.26~
Roosevell 24 2582 777 156 933 36.13"
Shapiro 24 4956 955 86 1041 21.00"
Smilh 24 2642 544 227 771 29.18~
Soulh Park Mid. 24 4045 886 213 1099 27.17~
Sunset 24 2100 254 70 324 15,43R
Perry Tipler Mid. 24 ;:'5947 ~O7 120 007 17.41"
Washington 24 4706 2232 356 2588 54.99X
Web Slan Ele. 24 2652 894 83 977 36.84~
Web Slan Mid. 24 3663 1235 125 1360 37.13~
North High 24 12383 1084 156 1240 10.01~
West High 24 7715 782 215 997 12.92~
TOTAL 86373 18480 4159 22639 26.21~




Establishing IISevere Needll - October 1989
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.-r-------------.---------
TOTAL NO. TOTAL TOTAL SEVERE NEED
DAYS TOTAL TOTAL REDUCED FREE &. QED ESTABLISHED
LUNCH LUNCHES FREE LUNCHES LUNCHES LUNCHES BY 40" OF
SCHOOl SERVED SERVED SERVED SERVED SERVED PARTICIPATION
E. Cook 20 2471 481 216 697 28.21~
Franklin 20 3165 591 239 830 26.22~
Green Meadow 20 1548 201 99 300 19.38~
Jefferson 20 2566 1185 373 1558 60.72"
laKesIde 20 290~ 101 100 ~21 11.0~'"
Lincoln 20 1851 945 221 1166 62.99"
Merrill Ele. 20 4871 1682 329 2011 41.29~
Merrill Mid. 20 3911 1214 259 1473 37.66~
Oaklawn 20 1304 104 100 303 ::23.24fl
Oakwood 20 3202 180 158 338 10.56~
Read 20 3665 897 442 1339 36.53~
Roosevelt 20 3406 1372 239 1611 47.30"
Shapiro 20 4530 969 136 1105 24.39~
Smith 20 2439 530 262 792 32.47"
South Park Mid. 20 3637 916 323 1239 34.07"
Sunset 20 1879 254 88 342 18.20"
Perry Tipler Mid. 20 3667 590 101 691 H5.64~
Washington 20 4118 2000 387 2387 57.97"
Web Stan Ele. 20 2449 899 142 1041 42.51 "
Web Stan Mid. 20 3382 1242 195 1437 42.49"
North High 20 10776 1394 161 1555 14.43~
We5l High 20 7120 936 254 '190 16.71~
TOTAL 78862 18833 4893 23726 30.09"
SEVERE NEED SCHOOlS fOR THE 1991-92 SCHOOL YEAR INCLUDE:
JEFFERSON. LINCOlN. ROOSEVELT. WASHINGTON. AND WEBSTER STANLEY
Table B-3
Establishing "Severe Need" - November 1989
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TOTAL NO. TOTAL TOTAL SEVERE NEED
DAYS TOTAL TOTAL QfDUCfD J:QI;' I.. Q~D '~TABUCHkD
LUNCH LUNCHES FREE LUNCHES LUNCHES LUNCHES BY 40X OF
SCHOOL SERVED SERVED SERVED SERVED SERVED PARTICIPATION
E. Cook 18 2376 471 181 652 27.44~
Franklin 18 2880 543 216 759 26.35~
Green Meadow 18 1398 203 86 289 20.67'::
Jefferson 18 2372 1065 359 1424 60.03X
Lakeside 15 2494 150 129 279 11.197-
Lincoln 18 1633 857 177 1034 63.32X
Merrill Ele. 18 4452 1530 265 1795 40.32X
Merrill Mid. 18 3459 1058 242 1300 37.58~
Oaklawn 18 1247 228 76 304 24.38~
O12kwood 18 2910 173 136 309 10.62~
Read 18 3408 820 407 1227 36.00~
Roosevelt 18 3010 1257 217 1474 48.971'
Shapiro 18 4177 932 148 1080 25.86~
Smith 18 2250 520 232 752 33.42~
South Park. Mid. 18 3175 852 283 1135 35.75~
Sunset 18 1701 252 77 329 19.34"
Perry TIpler Mid. 15 3305 520 109 029 19.01r.
Washington 18 3873 1910 294 2204 56.911'
Web Stan Ele. 18 2168 824 101 925 42.67'"
Web Stan Mid. 18 2994 1139 140 1279 42.72'"
North High 18 9069 1206 121 1327 14.63~
West High 18 6411 743 249 992 15.47~
TOTAL 70765 17253 4245 21498 30.38~
SEVERE NEED SCHOOLS FOR THE 1991-92 SCHOOl YEAR INCLUDE:
JEFFERSON. LINCOLN. MERRILL ELE. RooSEVEL T. WASHINGTON. AND WEBSTER STANLEY
Table 8-4
Establishing IISevere Needll - December 1989
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TOTAL NO. TOTAL TOTAL SEVERE NEED
DAYS TOTAL TOTAL QEDUCED FQE£ L QED ESTABlISHfD
LUNCH LUNCHES FREE LUNCHES LUNCHES LUNCHES BY 40" OF
SCHOOl SERVED SERVED SERVED SERVED SERVED PARTICIPATION
E. Cook 16 1992 427 147 574 28.82~
Franklin 16 2575 537 181 718 27 .88~
Green Meadow 16 1345 184 70 254 18.88~
-
Jefferson 16 2023 898 297 1195 59.07X
LaKeside 10 22eO l~O l1e 240 10.04r.
Lincoln 16 1389 756 147 903 65.01"
Merrill Ele. 16 3878 1274 217 1491 38.45~
Merrill Mid. 16 3047 888 199 1087 35.67'"'
-
Oaklawn 16 1106 197 52 249 22.51~
Ozskwood 16 2807 156 126 282 10.05R
Read 16 3037 718 356 1074 35.36~
Roosevelt 16 2388 1009 166 1175 49.20"
Shapiro 16 3930 843 121 964 24.53~
Smilh 16 1990 428 173 601 30.20'"'
South Park Mid. 16 2734 703 270 973 35.59~
Sunset 16 1486 217 62 279 18.78~
Perry Tipler Mid. 16 2923 437 96 5~3 10.2~"
Washington 16 3451 1660 270 1930 55.93"
Web Stan Ele. 16 1865 708 80 788 42.25"
Web Stan Mid. 16 2576 978 110 1088 42.24"
North High 16 7801 1074 100 1174 15.05~
West High 16 5901 699 218 917 15.54~
TOTAL 62532 14921 3576 18497 29.58~
SEVERE NEED SCHOOlS FOR THE 1991-92 SCHOOL YEAR INCLUDE:
JEFFERSON. LINCOLN. ROOSEVELT. WASHINGTON. AND WEBSTER STANLEY
Table 8-5
Establishing IISevere Need ll - January 1990
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TOTAL NO. TOTAL TOTAL SEVERE NEED
DAYS TOTAL TOTAL QEDUCED FQEE I.. QED ESTABLlG~U~D
LUNCH LUNCHES FREE LUNCHES LUNCHES LUNCHES BV 40" OF
SCHOOL SERVED SERVED SERVED SERVED SERVED PARTICIPATION
E. Cook 21 2751 606 162 768 27.92r.
Franklin 21 3367 721 181 902 26.79~
Green Meadow 21 1762 219 123 342 19.41~
Jefferson 21 2646 1186 392 1578 59.64"
Lakeside 21 3076 1417 1041 ~11 10.11i';
Lincoln 21 1911 1029 212 1241 64.94"
Merrill Ele. 21 5207 1732 381 2113 40.58"
Merrill Mid. 21 4062 1277 262 1539 37.89~
Oaklawn 21 1468 272 62 334 22.75~
Oakwood 21 3814 191 165 356 9.33~
Read 21 3912 1039 466 1505 38.47r.
Roosevelt 21 3445 1390 227 1617 46.94X
Shapiro 21 4941 1157 173 1330 26.92~
Smith 21 2694 584 236 820 30.44~
South Park. Mid. 21 3654 936 346 1282 35.08"
Sunset 21 1932 316 86 402 20.81~
Perry Tipler Mid. 21 3656 606 55 694 1~.~3~
Washington 21 4447 2148 359 2507 56.38X
Web Stan Ele. 21 2488 939 95 1034 41.56X
Web Stan Mid. 21 3435 1296 131 1427 41.54"
North High 21 10105 1503 131 1634 16.17~
Wesl High 21 7825 909 244 1153 14.73~
TOTAL 82628 20203 4686 24889 30.12~
SEVERE NEED SCHOOlS FOR THE 1991-92 SCHOOL YEAR INCLUDE:
JEFFERSON. LINCOLN. MERRILL ELE. ROOSEVEL T. WASHINGTON, AND WEBSTER STANLEY
Table 8-6
Establishing IISevere Needll - February 1990
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TOTAL NO. TOTAL TOTAL SEVERE NEED
DAYS TOTAL TOTAL Q£OUCED FQEE &. QED ESTABLISHED
LUNCH LUNCHES fREE LUNCHES LUNCHES LUNCHES BY 40" OF
SCHOOL SERVED SERVED SERVED SERVED SERVED PARTICIPATION
--e--'
E. Cook 20 2464 601 163 764 31.0 1~
Franklin 20 3241 631 211 842 25.98'"'
Green Meadow 20 1601 224 118 342 21.36~
..._._----
Jefferson 20 2583 1151 379 1530 59.23"
Lakeside 20 2570 157 139 296 10.;511\
Lincoln 20 1778 937 179 1116 62.77X
Merrill Ele. 20 4893 1643 398 2041 41.71 X
Merrill Mid. 20 3881 1231 261 1492 38.44'"'
Oaldawn 20 1449 261 59 320 22.08~
Oakwood 20 3534 192 153 345 9.76~
Read 20 3602 1022 446 1468 40.76X
Roosevelt 20 3384 1420 204 1624 41.99X
Shapiro 20 4651 1114 136 1250 26.88~
Smith 20 2619 509 261 770 29.40~
Soulh Park Mid. 20 3304 923 307 1230 37.23r.
Sunset 20 1751 309 81 390 22.27~
Perry Tipler Mid. 20 ~569 ~42 110 0:52 10.27"
Washington 20 4144 2035 345 2380 57.43X
Web Stan Ele. 20 2354 913 76 989 42.01X
Web Stan Mid. 20 3250 1260 106 1366 42.03X
North High 20 9617 1457 97 1554 16.16~
West High 20 7456 818 229 1047 14.04r.
TOTAL 77995 19350 4458 23808 30.53'"'
SEVERE NEED SCHOOLS FOR THE 1991-92 SCHOOl YEAR INCLUDE:
JEFFERSON. LINCOLN. MERRILL ELE. READ. ROOSEVEL T. WASHINGTON. AND WEBSTER STANLEY
Table B-7
Establishing IISevere Needll - March 1990
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TOTAL NO. TOTAL TOTAL SEVERE NEED
--,----
DAYS TOTAL TOTAL QfDUCED FQfE &. QED ESTABLISHED
LUNCH LUNCHES FREE LUNCHES LUNCHES LUNCHES BY 40" OF
SCHOOL SERVED SERVED SERVED SERVED SERVED PARTICIPAliON
E. Cook 20 2436 600 141 741 30.42~
Franklin 20 3151 586 264 850 26.98~
Green Meadow 20 1561 231 115 346 22.17~
---
Jefferson 20 2599 1188 419 1607 61.83"
Lakeside 20 2755 110 124 2;::5~ O.~i'e
Lincoln 20 1754 924 195 1119 63.80"
Merrill Ele. 20 4675 1644 312 1956 41.84"
Merrill Mid. 20 3709 1282 246 1528 41.20"
Oaklawn 20 1462 296 60 356 24.35Jl
OlJk.wood 20 3528 195 156 351 9.95~
Read 20 3560 956 442 1398 39.27~
Roosevelt 20 3197 1385 226 1611 50.39"
Shapiro 20 4400 1057 161 1218 27.68'"'
Smith 20 2610 510 272 782 29.96'"'
South ParI< Mid. 20 3363 922 303 1225 36.43r.
Sunset 20 1835 330 91 421 22.94'"'
Perry Tipler Mid. 20 3510 546 114 660 1B.80~
Washington 20 4119 2056 363 2419 56.73"
Web stan Ele. 20 2236 859 79 938 41.95"
Web Stan Mid. 20 3087 1185 108 1293 41.69"
North High 20 9586 1444 123 1567 16.35"
West High 20 6926 788 252 1040 15.02~
TOTAL 76062 19094 4566 23660 31.11'"'
SEVERE NEED SCHOOLS FOR THE 1991-92 SCHOOL YEAR INCLUDE:
JEFFERSON, LINCOlN. MERRILL ELE AND MID, ROOSEVELT. WASHINGTON, AND WEBSTER STANLEY
Table 8-8
Establishing IISevere Needll - April 1990
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TOTAL NO. TOTAL TOTAL SEVERE NEED
DAYS TOTAL TOTAL QfDUCED F&:l£E &. QED ESTABlIS~ED
LUNCH LUNCHES FREE LUNCHES LUNCHES LUNCHES BY 40" Of
SCHOOL SERVED SERVED SERVED SERVED SERVED PARTICIPATION
E. Cook 15 1768 464 93 557 31 .50~
Franklin 15 2221 423 171 594 26.74~
Green Meadow 15 1151 187 67 254 22.07~
Jefferson 15 1909 916 307 1223 64.06"
Lakeside 15 2069 09 03 172 O.~l~
Lincoln 15 1310 674 147 821 62.67"
Merrill Ele. 15 3273 1223 199 1422 43.45"
Herrill Hid. 15 2671 920 190 1110 41.56"
Oaklawn 15 1054 240 43 283 26.85~
Oakwood 15 2523 141 120 261 10.34~
Read 15 2645 750 340 1090 41.21 X
Roosevelt 15 2345 1034 139 1173 50.02X
Shapiro 15 3203 847 102 949 29.63~
Smith 15 1836 358 147 505 27.51~
South Park Mid. 15 2345 660 201 861 36.72r.
Sunset 15 1273 238 38 276 21.68~
Perry Tipler Mid. 15 2423 364 90 454 10.74'"
Washington 15 2955 1502 257 1759 59.53X
Web Stan Ele. 15 1598 610 56 666 41.68"
Web Stan Hid. 15 2207 842 78 920 41.69"
North High 15 6818 1057 89 1146 16.81~
West High 15 4856 600 188 788 16.23'"
TOTAL 54453 14139 3145 17284 31.74'"
SEVERE NEED SCHOOlS FOR THE 1991-92 SCHOOL YEAR INCLUDE:
JEFFERSON. LINCOLN. MERRILL ELE AND MID. READ. ROOSEVEL T. WASHINGTON. AND WEBSTER STANLEY
Table 8-9
Establishing "Severe Need" - May/June 1990
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TOTAL NO. TOTAL TOTAL SEVERE NEED
DAYS TOTAL TOTAL QEOUCEO FQEE &. QEO ~GTABLlGW~D
LUNCH LUNCHES FREE LUNCHES LUNCHES LUNCHES BY 40X OF
SCHOOL SERVED SERVED SERVED SERVED SERVED PARTICIPATION
E. Cook 26 2852 834 103 937 ' 32.85~
Franklin 26 3581 670 300 970 27.09~
Green Meadow 26 1815 261 114 375 20.66~
Jefferson 26 3125 1495 541 2036 65.15"
Lak.eslde 26 3136 1~3 1~2 20::5 9.09'"
Lincoln 26 2290 1199 266 1465 63.97X
Merrill Ele. 26 5495 2054 377 2431 44.24X
Merrill Mid. 26 4211 1512 312 1824 43.32X
Oaklawn 26 1759 368 26 394 22.40~
OaKwood 25 3766 209 192 401 10.65~
Read 26 4096 1227 525 1752 42.77"
Roosevelt 26 3373 1423 276 1699 50.37"
Shapiro 26 5184 1336 166 1502 28.97~
Smith 25 3084 656 315 971 31.49"
South Park Mid. 26 3757 1066 344 1410 37.53~
Sunset 25 2158 348 92 440 20.39~
Perry TIpler Mid. 20 3979 ~90 142 7~2 10.40r.
Washington 26 4981 2512 374 2886 57.94"
Web Stan Ele. 26 2483 1003 79 1082 43.58"
Web Stan Mid. 26 3430 1384 109 1493 43.53"
North High 26 11226 1644 171 1815 16.17"
West High 26 8079 919 321 1240 15.35~
TOTAL 87860 22853 5287 28140 32.03"
SEVERE NEED SCHOOLS FOR THE 1991-92 SCHOOL YEAR INCLUDE:





Breakfast Estimated Participation for 1991-1992/Not Receiving "Severe Need" Reimbursement
TOTAL SEVERE NEED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED
TOTAL NO. TOTAL FREE ~ RED ESTABLISHED PARTICIPATIOt TOTAL FREE REDUCED FULL PAID
DAYS LUNCH LUNCHES LUNCHES BY 40" OF SEVERE NEED BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS
SCHOOl SERVED ADA SERVED SERVED PARTICIPA T101 SCHOOLS PER DAY SERVED SERVED SERVED
0.4775 0.1175 0.405
E. Cook 24 254 2645 669 25.29~
Franklin 24 316.5 3502 921 26.30~
Green Meadow 24 107.51 1581 187 1'.83'i
Jefferson 24 153.4 2682 1721 64.17" 0.18 27.61 13.18 3.24 11.18
Lakeside 24 216.3 3041 110 3.62~
Uncoln 24 152 1989 1108 55.71" 0.18 27.36 13.06 3.21 11.08
Merrill Ele. 24 310 4819 1757 36.46" 0.18 55.80 26.64 6.56 22.60
Merrill Mid. 24 455 4081 1307 32.03~
Oaklawn 24 86.1 1517 232 15.29r.
Oakwood 24 303 3889 313 8.051'
Read 24 281.3 3488 1150 32.97'i
Roosevelt 24 183 2719 1144 42.07" 0.18 32.94 15.73 3.87 13.34
Shapiro 24 415 4598 1364 29.67~
Smith 24 185 2681 465 17.34~
South P8rk Mid. 24 432 3463 1020 29.45"
Sunset 24 128 1725 263 15.25"
Perry Tipler Mi< 24 508 3892 739 18.99"
Washington 24 268.9 4357 2267 52.03X 0.18 48.40 23.11 5.69 19.60
Web Stan Ele. 24 300.75 2968 264 8.69,rc 0.18 54.14 25.85 6.36 21.92
Web SlSl Mid. 24 300.75 2611 303 11.607' 0.18 54.14 25.85 6.36 21.92
North High 24 1038 10079 1273 12.63"
West Hi~ 24 1181 6480 808 12.47"
TOTAL 7575.51 78807 19385 24.60" 300.38 143.91 35.41 122.06
REIMBURSEMENTS 90-91 0.8975 0.5975 0.1825
APPROX INCREASE FOR 91-92 1.04 1.04 1.04
TOTAl REIMBURSEMENT PER BREAKFAST 0.9334 0.6214 0.1898
- -




Breakfast Estimated Participation for 1991-1992/Receiving IlSevere Needll Reimbursement
TOTAL NO. TOTAL SEVERE NEED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED
DAYS TOTAL FREE ~ RED ESTABliSHED Pt\RTICIPATIOI TOTAL FREE REDUCED FULL PAID
LUNCH LUNCHES LUNCHES BY ~o" Of SEVERE NEED BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS
SCHOOL SERVED SERVED SERVED PARRICIPATIOl SCHOOlS PER DAY SERVED SERVED SERVED
0.4775 0.1175 0.405
E. Cook 2~ 2645 669 25.29~
Franklin 2~ 3502 921 26.30"-
Green Meacbw 2~ 1581 187 11.83~
J.efferson 2~ 2682 (721 64.17" 0.5 55.88 26.68 6.57 22.63
lakeside 24 3041 110 3.62~
Lincoln 24 1989 ( 108 55.71X 0.5 41.44 19.79 4.87 16.78
Merri II Ele. 24 4819 1757 36.46"
Merrill Mid. 24 4081 (307 32.03~
Oaklawn 2"1 1517 232 15.29~
Oakwood 2"1 3889 313 8.05~
Read 24 3486 ( 150 32.97~
Roosevelt 2~ 2719 1144 42.07" 0.5 56.65 27.05 6.66 22.94
Sh~iro 2~ 4596 (364 29.67~
Smith 24 2681 465 17.34~
South Park Mid. 24 3463 1020 29.45~
Sunset 24 1725 263 15.25~
Perry Tipler Mi< 24 3892 739 18.99~
Vashtngton 24 4357 2267 52.03" 0.5 90.77 43.34 10.67 36.76
Veb Stan Ele. 24 2966 264 6.89" 0.5 61.83 29.53 7.27 25.04
Veb Stan Mid. 24 26J1 303 11.60X 0.5 54.40 25.97 6.39 22.03
North High 24 10079 1273 12.63~
Vest High 24 6480 808 12.47X
TOTAL 78807 19385 24.60~ 360.96 172.8~ 42.53 146.59
SEVERE NEED REIMBURSEMENTS 90-91 1.0675 0.7675 0.185
APPROX INCREASE FOR 91-92 1.04 1.04 1.04
TOT~L REIMBURSEMENT PER BREAKFAST 1.1102 0.7982 0.1924
TOT~L REIMBURSEMENT .PER DAY $191.88 $33.95 $28.20 $254.03
m(0
Table C-3
Breakfast Estimated Participation for 1991-1992/Merrill Middle School
~~
PARTICIPA TION
TOTAL fREE tx RED Of SCHOQS ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTINATED ESTIMATED
TorAL NO. TOTAL FREE &: RED AS A PERCENTAGE TOTAL FREE REDUCED FULL PAID
DAYS LUNCH LUNCHES LUNOiES PERCENTAGE BETWEEN BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS
SCHOOl SERVED ADA SERVED SERVED PARTICIPATIOI 25-40~ PER DAY SERVED SER~D SERVED
0.4775 0.1175 0.405
E. Cook 2~ 25~ 26-45 669 25.29~
Fra1klin 24 316.5 3502 921 26.30~
Green Meadow 24 107.51 1581 187 1'.83~
Jefferson 24 153.4 2682 1721 64.17~
Lakeside 24 216.3 30~ 1 110 3.62~
lincoln 2~ 152 1989 1108 55.71~
Merrill Ele. 2~ 310 48f9 1757 36.46% I
Merrill Hid. 24 455 4081 1307 32.03" 0.18 81.90 39.11 9.62 33.17
OakJawn 24 86.1 15f7 232 15.29~
Oakwood 24 303 3889 313 8.05~
Reoo 2~ 281.3 3488 1150 32.97"
Roosevelt 24 183 27f9 1144 42.07~
Sh~iro 24 415 4598 1364 29.67"
Snith 24 185 2681 465 17.34~
Solth Park Mid. 24 432 3463 1020 29.45~
Sursel 24 128 1725 263 15.25~
Perry Tipler Mi< 24 508 3892 739 18.99~
'Washington 24 268.9 4357 2267 52.03~
'Wet Stan Ele. 24 300.75 2968 264 8.89"
'Web Stan Hid. 24 300.75 2611 303 11.60~
North High 24 1038 10079 1273 12.63"
'West Hig-. 24 1181 6480 808 12.47"
TOTAL 7575.51 78807 19385 24.60" 81.90 39.58 9.74 33.57
REIMBURSEMENTS 90-91 0.8975 0.5975 0.1825
APPROX ~CREASE FOR 91-92 1.04 1.04 1.04
TOTAL RBMBURSENENT PER 6REAKF AST 0.9334 0.6214 0.1898




Breakfast Estimated Participation for 1991-1992/Adding Schools With 25-40 Percent Participation
ESTIMATED
PARTICIPATION
TOTAL FREE ~ RED Of SCHOOLS ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED
TOTAL NO. TOTAL FREE &: RED AS A PERCENTAGE TOTAL FREE REDUCED FULL PAID
DAYS LUNCH LUNCHES LUNCHES PERCENTAGE BETWEEN BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS BREAKfASTS
SCHOOL SERVED ADA SERVED SERVED PARTICIPATIO 25-40X PER DAY SERVED SERVED SERVED
0.4775 0.1175 0.405
E. Cook 24 254 2645 669 25.29" 0.18 45.72 21.83 5.37 18.52
Franklin 2-4 316.5 3502 921 26.30~ 0.18 56.97 27.20 6.69 23.07
Green Meadow 24 107.51 1581 187 ".83~
Jefferson 24 153.4 2682 1721 64.17~
Lakeside 24 216.3 3041 110 3.62~
Lincoln 2-4 152 1989 1108 55.711'
Merrill Ele. 24 310 4819 1757 36.46~
Merrill Mid. 2-4 455 4081 1307 32.03r.
Oaklawn 2-4 86.1 1517 232 15.29~
Oakwood 24 303 3889 313 8.05~
Read 24 281.3 3488 1150 32.97" 0.18 50.63 24.18 5.95 20.51
Roosevelt 24 183 2719 1144 42.07~
Shapiro 24 415 4598 1364 29.67" 0.18 74.70 35.67 8.78 30.25
Smith 24 185 2681 465 17.34" 0.18 33.30 15.90 3.91 13.49
South Park Mid. 24 432 3463 1020 29.45~
Sunset 24 128 1725 263 lS.25~
Perry Tipler Mi( 24 508 3892 739 18.99~
Washington 24 268.9 4357 2267 52.03"
Web Stan Ele. 24 300.75 2968 264 8.89"
Web Stan Mid. 24 300.75 2611 303 11.60"
North High 24 1038 10079 1273 12.63"
West High 24 1181 6480 808 12.47"
TOTAL 7575.51 78807 19385 24.60" 261.32 125.26 ~.82 106.24
REIMBURSEMENTS Of 90-91 0.8975 0.5975 0.1825
APPROX INCREASE FOO 91-92 '1.04 1.04 1.04
TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT PER BREAKFAST 0.9334 0.6214 0.1898




Breakfast Estimated Participation for 1991-1992/South Park Middle School
IESTIMATED I IPARTICIPATIDN ~
TOTAL FREE &. REDUCE OF SCHOQS ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED I
TOTAL NO. rOTAL FREE &. REO AS A PERCENTAGE TOTAL FREE REDUCED FULL PAID IDAYS LUNCH LUNCHES LUNCHES PERCENTAGE BETWEEN BREAKfASTS BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS 1
SCHOOL SERVED SERVED SERVED PARTICIPATlOI PER DAY SERVED
I
ADA 25-40~ SERV1:D SERVED
0.4775 0.1175 0.405
E. Cook 2-4 254 2645 669 25.29~
Fr<nklin 24 316.5 3502 921 26.30~
Green Meadow 24 107.51 1581 187 1'.83~
JeITerson 24 153.4 2682 1721 6-4.17~
Lakeside 24 216.3 3041 110 3.62~
Lincoln 24 152 1989 1108 55.71 ~
Merrill Ele. 24 310 4819 1757 36.46~
Merrill Mid. 24 455 4081 1307 32 .03~
Oaklawn 24 86.1 1517 232 15.29~
Oakwood 24 303 3889 313 8.05~
Rea:1 24 281.3 3488 1150 32 .97~
Roosevelt 24 183 2719 1144 42 .07~
Sh~iro 24 415 4598 136-4 29.67~
Smlh 24 185 2681 465 17.34~
South P.rk. Mid 24 432 3463 1020 29.45X 0.18 77.76 37.13 9.14 31.49
Sureet 24 128 1725 263 15.25~
Perry Tipler Mi( 24 508 3892 739 18.99~
Washington 24 268.9 4357 2267 52.03~
Web Stan Ele. 24 300.75 2968 264 8.89~ I
Web Stan Mid. 24 300.75 2611 303 11.60' I
North High 24 1038 10079 1273 12.63~
West High 24 1181 6480 808 12.47~
TOTAL 7575.51 78807 19385 24.60~ 77.76 37.61 9.25 31.90
REIMBURSEMENTS 90-91 0.8975 0.5975 0.1825
APPROX INCREASE FOR 91-92 1.04 1.04 1.04
TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT PER 8REAKF AST 0.9334 0.6214 0.1898




Breakfast Estimated Participation for 1991-1992/Adding Schools With 15-24.9 Percent Participation
I ESTINATED I I
I PARTICIPATION I ESTIMATED I ESTINATED
TOTAL fREE ~ RID Of SCHOOlS ESTIMATED ESTIMATED
TOTAL NO. TOTAL FREI ~ REO AS A PERCENTAGE TOTAL FREE RE£lJCED FULL PAID
DAYS LUNCH LUNCHES Ll.IICHES PERCENTAGE BETWEEN BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS
SCHOOL SERVED ADA SERVED SERVED PARTie IPATlOt 15-24.9~ PER DAY SERVED SERVED SERVED
0.4775 0.1175 0.405
E. Cook 24 254 2645 669 25.29~
Franklin 24 316.5 3502 921 26.J0~
Green Meaoow 24 107.51 1581 187 11.a3~
Jefferson 24 153.4 2682 1721 64.17~
Lakeside 24 216.3 3041 110 3.62~
Lincoln 24 152 1989 1108 55.71 ~
iMerrill Ele. 24 31D 4819 1757 36.46~ ! I
'Merrill Mid 24 455 4081 1307 32.03~
Oaldawn 24 86.1 1517 232 15.29X 0.18 15.50 7.40 1.8'2 628
Oakwood 24 303 3889 313 8.05~
Read 24 281.3 3488 1150 32 .q7~
Roosevelt 24 183 2719 114~ 42 .O7~
Shapiro 24 415 4598 1364 29.67~
Smith 24 185 2681 465 17.34~
South Park Mid. 24 432 3463 1020 29.45~
Sunset 24 12B 1725 263 15.25~ 0.18 23.0-'1 11.00 2.71 933
Perry Tipler M 24 SOB 3892 739 18.99" 0.18 91.44 43.66 10.74 37.03
'ilashington 24 268.9 4357 2267 52.03~
'Web Stan Ele. 24 300.75 2968 264 8.89~
'Web Stan Mid. 24 300.75 2611 303 11.60~
North High 24 1038 10079 1273 12.63~
'ilest High 24 1181 6480 808 12 .47~ I
TOTAL 7575.51 78807 19385 24.60~ 129.98 62.54 15.39 53.05
REIt13URSENENTS OF 90-91 0.8975 0.5975 0.1825
APPROX INCREASE FOR 91-92 1.04 1.04 1.04
TOTAl REIMBURSEMENT PER BREAKF AS T 0.9334 0.6214 0.1898




Breakfast Estimated Participation for 1991-1992/Adding Schools With Less Than 14.99 Percent Participation
ESTIMATED
PARTICIPA. TION
TOTAL FREE ~ RED Of SCHOQS ESTlMI\TED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESnMI\TED
TOTAL NO. fOTAL FREE lk RED AS A PERCENTAGE TOTAL fREE REDUCED FULL PAID
DAYS LUNCH WNCHES LUNCHES PERCENTAGE BETWEEN BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS
SOiOOL SERVED ADA SERVED SERVED PARTICIPATIO < 14.99% PER DAY SERVED SERVED SERVED
0.4775 0.1175 0.405
E. Cod< 24 25~ 2645 669 25.29~
Fr2nkln 24 316.5 3502 921 26.30~
Green Meadow 24 107.51 1581 187 11.83" 0.18 19.35 9.24 2.27 7.84
Jefferson 24 153.4 2682 1721 64.17~
lakeside 24 216.3 3041 110 3.62" 0.18 38.93 18.59 4.57 15.77
Lincol1l 2~ 152 1989 1108 55.71~
Merrin Ele. 24 310 ~819 1757 36.46~
Merrin Mid. 24 455 ~081 1307 32.03~
Oaldavn 24 86.1 1517 232 15.29~
Oakwlod 24 303 3889 313 8.05~ 0.18 54.54 26.04 6.41 22.09
Read 24 281.3 3~88 1150 32.97r.
Roosevelt 2~ 183 2719 1144 42.07~
Sh~iro 24 ~15 4598 1364 29.67~
Smith 24 185 2681 465 17.34~
Solth Park. Mid. 24 ~32 3463 1020 29.45~
Sursel 24 128 1725 263 15.25~
Perry Tipler Mi( 24 508 3892 739 18.99r.
Washington 24 268.9 4357 2267 52.03r.
Web Stan Ele. 24 300.75 2968 264 8.89r.
Web Stan Mid. 24 300.75 2611 303 11.60r.
Norlh High 24 1038 10079 1273 12.631' 0.18 186.84 89.22 21.95 75.67
Wesl High 24 1181 6480 808 12.471' 0.18 212.58 101.51 24.98 86.09
TOTAL 7575.51 78807 19385 24.60r. 512.25 245.07 60.31 207.86
REIMBURSEMENTS OF 90-91 0.8975 0.5975 0.1825
APPROX INCREASE FOR 91-92 1.0~ 1.04 1.04
TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT PER BREAKFAST 0.9334 0.6214 0.1898




Breakfast Estimated Participation for 1991-1992/High Schools
ESTIMATED
PARTICIPATION
TOTAL FREE tx RED Of SCHOQS ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMAnD ESTIMATED
TOTAL NO. TOTAL FREE tx RED AS A PERCENTAGE TOTAL FREE REDUCED FULL PAID
DAYS LUNCH LUNCHES LUNCHES PERCENTAGE BETWEEN BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS
SCHOOl SERVED ADA SERVED SERVED PARTICIPA TIOt ( 14.99S . PER DAY SERVED SERVED SERVED
0.4775 0.1175 0.405
E. Cod< 2-4 25-4 2645 669 25.29"
Fra-.klin 2-4 316.5 3502 921 26.30"
Green Meadow 2-4 107.51 1581 187 1'.83~
Jefferson 2-4 153.4 2682 1721 6~.17~
Lakeside 2-4 216.3 3041 110 3.62"
Lincoln 2~ 152 1989 1108 55.71~
Merrill fie. 2~ 310 4819 1757 36.46~
Merrill Mid. 24 455 ~081 1307 32.03"
Oaklawn 24 86.1 1517 232 15.29~
Oakwood 24 303 3889 313 8.05"
Reoo 24 281.3 3488 1150 32.97"
Roosevelt 24 183 2719 1144 42.07"
Sh~iro 2-4 ~15 4598 1364 29.67"
Smith 24 185 2681 465 17.34"
South Park Mid. 2-4 432 3463 1020 29.45~
Sunset 24 128 1725 263 15.25"
Perry Tipler Mi< 2-4 508 3892 739 18.99"
Washington 2-4 268.9 4357 2267 52.03"
'w'eb Stan fIe. 24 300.75 2968 264 8.89~
'Web Stan Mid. 24 300.75 2611 303 11.60"
North High 2-4 1038 10079 1273 12.63'" 0.0972 100.89 48.1B 11.85 40.86
West High 24 1181 6480 B08 12.47'" 0.0972 114.79 54.81 13.49 46.49
TOTAL 7575.51 78807 19385 24.60~ 215.69 103.47 25.46 87.76
REIMBURSEMENTS OF 90-91 0.8975 0.5975 0.1825
APPROX INCREASE FOO 91-92 1.04 1.04 1.04
TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT PER B~AKFAST 0.9334 0.6214 0.1898
TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT PER DAY $96.58 $15.82 $16.66 $129.05
~(Jl
Table C-9
Breakfast Estimated Participation for 1991-1992/Receiving IlSevere Needll Reimbursements
TOTAL SEVERE NEED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED
T01AL NO. TOTAL FREE ~ RED ESTABLISHED PARnCIPATI~ TOTAL FREE REDUCED FULL PAID
DAYS LUNCH LUNCHES LUNCHES BY 40" Of SEVERE NEED BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS BREAKFASTS
SCHOOl SERVED ADA SERVED SERVED PARTICIPATIOt SCHOOlS PER DAY SERVED SERVED SERVED
0.4775 0.1175 0.405
E. Cook 24 254 2645 66<:; 25.29~
Franldln 24 316.5 3502 921 2f>.30r.
Green Meadow 24 107.51 1581 187 1'.83r.
Jefferstn 24 153.4 2682 1721 64.17" 0.18 27.61 13.18 3.24 11.18
Lakeside 24 216.3 3041 110 3.62r.
Lincoln 24 152 1989 1108 55.71" 0.18 2736 13.06 3.21 11.08
Merrill [Ie. 24 310 4819 1757 36.46" 0.18 55BO 26.64 6.56 22.60
Merrill Nid. 24 455 4081 1307 32.03r.
Oaklawn 2"1 86.1 1517 23~ 15.29r.
Oakwood 24 303 3889 31~ B.05r.
Read 24 281.3 3488 115e 32.97r.
Roosevelt 2"1 183 2719 114'" 42.07" 0.18 32.94 15.73 3.87 13.34
Shapiro 24 415 4598 136'" 29.671'
Smith 24 185 2681 ~~ 17.34~
South Ptrk Mid. 24 432 3463 l02C 29.451'
Sunset 24 128 1725 26~ 15.25"
Perry T~ler Mie 24 508 3892 73<; 16.991'
Washington 24 268.9 4357 2261 52.03" 0.18 48.40 23.11 5.69 19.60
Web Sla'l Ele. 24 300.75 2968 26'" 8.89" 0.18 54.14 25.85 6.36 21.92
Web Sla'l Mid. 24 300.75 2611 30":1 11 .60" 0.18 54.14 25.85 6.36 21.92
North High 24 1038 10079 127":1 12.631'
West Hi~ 24 1181 6480 BOt: 12.47"
TOTAL 7575.51 78807 19385 24.601' 300.38 143.91 35.41 122.06
SEVERE NEED REIMBURSEMENTS 90-91 1.0675 0.7675 0.185
APPROX INCREASE FOR 91-92 1.04 1.04 1.04
TOTAl RElttilRSEMEHT PER BREAKFAST 1.1102 0.7982 0.1924





Staff Report to the Board of Education
Subject: Proposed Breakfast Program
Presenter: Peggy E. West, R.D., Food Services Director
I. Overall Content/Purpose of Presentation:
Review School Breakfast Program Proposal
II. Board Motion Needed:
Resolution to implement pilot program at Lincoln Elementary School
for the remainder of the current school year and if successful, full
implementation of School Breakfast Program in August of 1991.
III. Major Points in this Report:
Nutritional Implications
Current and widely accepted research indicates there is a small but
significant link between school performance, tardiness, probable absenteeism,
and poor nutritional intake, specifically nutrition consumed prior to or in the
early part of the school day.
Most researchers agree that hungry children do not learn as effectively as
well-nourished children. Intelligence, memory, learning, and behavior are
affected by an inadequate diet. Undernourished children have less energy, find
it difficult to concentrate, and tire easily.
Description of the School Breakfast Program
The School Breakfast Program was established under the Child Nutrition
Act of 1966 as a pilot program targeted at two groups: low-income children
and children who were bused long distances to school. The program was
given permanent status by Congress in 1975 as Public Law 94-1 05 which made
funding available on a continuing basis. Additional legislation, established in




Morning schedules are frequently hectic as parents and children rush to
get to work and school. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, in 1989,
70.4 percent of all working mothers had school-age children and many mothers
were leaving home before their children leave for school. And many children
leave home before feeling hungry enough to eat a good breakfast. One of the
results of these societal changes is that breakfast is no longer part of the
average American family routine. School breakfast is a response to many of
these societal changes. Growing children would be able to rely on breakfast at
school when circumstances make a regular nutritious morning meal at home
difficult.
Targeted Schools
Targeted schools include Jefferson, Lincoln, Merrill, Roosevelt, and
Washington Elementary Schools, and Webster Stanley Elementary and Middle
Schools, as these schools indicated the greatest need based on total numbers
for free and reduced-price lunches served. In addition, West and North High
Schools would be added to provide for production and a la carte services.
What to Serve for School Breakfast
The school breakfast menu will be designed to provide a variety of
nutritious, well-balanced daily food choices, in addition to improving the health
and well-being of the district's children.
To participate in the School Breakfast Program, the Oshkosh Area School
District must agree to serve nourishing breakfasts based on USDA nutrition
standards. Each breakfast must contain, as a minimum, one-half pint fluid milk,
one-half cup fruit/ vegetable, one serving bread/bread alternate and one serving
meat/meat alternate or two servings bread/bread alternate or two servings
meat/meat alternate. The breakfast pattern is based on the food needs for
students in grades K-12 to provide one-fourth to one-third of the nutrient needs
for one day.
To reduce plate waste and food costs, the school district will have the
option of implementing Offer vs. Serve. Under Offer vs. Serve guidelines, for a
meal to be reimbursable, a child must select three of the four meal components
offered in the full portion amount. The child may reject the fourth item
completely or request a smaller portion. Children will be encouraged to take all
four meal components. A child's decision to accept or refuse one of the four
meal components will not affect the charge of the meal.
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A sample menu is included in this packet.
Who Can Participate
Free and reduced-price breakfasts and lunches are offered to students
whose families meet the income guidelines established by the USDA. The
income guidelines and the application process is the same for School Lunch
and School Breakfast Programs.
Any student attending a school serving breakfast may participate. The
School Breakfast Program offers any child a breakfast at a reasonable price.
Like the National School Lunch Program, the School Breakfast Program is
an entitlement program. Any public school district, private K-12 school or
residential child-care institution that applies for the program and agrees to
abide by the program rules must receive funding.
Unlike the School Lunch Program, which is a district-wide program, the
School Breakfast Program does not have to be offered in all schools. Priority is
given to those schools where the greatest need can be substantiated.
If the school district chooses to participate in the School Breakfast
Program, application must be made to the state education department, the
Department of Public Instruction, by August of 1991. For a pilot program, an
amendment will be added to the present food and nutrition contract.
The staff at Lincoln Elementary School have agreed to act as a pilot site
for the implementation of the School Breakfast Program. Should the pilot
school remain successful, it would not be eligible for federal "start-up" grant
money.
Finances
While operating a School Breakfast Program appears expensive, in reality
the program can support itself. There will be no costs to the school district
after the program has been implemented. See Estimated Profit/Loss Statement.
Costs of labor, food, supplies, contracted services, administration, meal
service, and supervision are all either direct or indirect costs of the program
and thus eligible for federal reimbursements. If the per-meal reimbursement
does not cover the average per-meal costs, then "severe need" reimbursements
will be applied for through the USDA.
In addition, the school district will apply for federal start-up fund grants.
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It should also be noted that the implementation of the School Breakfast
Program will provide additional jobs in the community, in addition to extending
the food service overhead between two programs.
Crossing Guard Schedules
The School Breakfast Program will not change the school crossing guard
schedules, as school breakfast will only take 10 to 15 minutes.
Class Time and Bus Schedules
Since a school breakfast can be served in a little as 10 to 15 minutes, it
will not be necessary to change bus schedules, as most of the children who
attend the target schools walk to school.
Need for Additional Labor and Supervision
In all targeted elementary schools, two staff members, 45 minutes each,
will be needed to prepare the food, serve, supervise, and account for the
children eating free, reduced-price, and full-paid breakfasts. Volunteers will be
sought through Parent-Teacher Organizations. If unsuccessful in getting
volunteers, teacher aides will be asked to extend their work hours. If that, too,
is unsuccessful, regular staff can be hired. All wages and benefits will be
covered by program reimbursements.
The baking schedule will be balanced with the lunch production. Slicing
of bread for toast will include additional high school labor by a cook helper.
At the high schools, one assistant cook's hours will be lengthened to
cover the breakfast set up, service, and clean up. Cashiering will be covered
by additional staff.
Production and packing will be covered by extending the shifts of cook
helpers.
In all schools, children will be expected to clean up after themselves and
to get to class on time.
Transportation will start at 7:00 a.m.; the current Food Delivery persons
will start at 7:00 a.m. and will deliver and pick up from all schools by 9: 15 a.m.
As much as possible, current labor hours will be extended and current
staff will be asked to cover the operation of the School Breakfast Program.
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Facilities
The target elementary schools do not have extensive kitchen facilities and
equipment for the production of a hot breakfast; therefore, menus will be
developed such that one item can be prepared in a toaster. All other menu
items will be cold. All menu items, except for milk which will be delivered direct,
will come from the production kitchens. Some of the menu items will be
purchased ready-to-serve and some will be made by the baker.
The high schools are fully equipped to handle a complete, hot breakfast
with the current equipment.
Administration
The handling of paperwork and money by school secretaries and the
Food Services Office will be similar to the paperwork and money required to
keep the School Lunch Program in operation. This is a concern, as secretarial
staff members have already indicated that they are overextended and this will
be addressed on an individual school basis.
Participation
One of the greatest barriers to starting a school breakfast program is the
perception that there may not be enough families/children interested. Student
participation will be below that of the lunch program. Estimates for participation
are estimated based on the state average for breakfast programs, 18%.
Participation estimates are conservative. If the expectations for participation are
not met within three months, additional advertising and training will be done.
The Role of the School District
It is expected that some staff and households will see the School
Breakfast Program as assuming another responsibility of the household. The
reality is that a significant number of children come from single-parent
households. Often parents are too pressed to supervise an adequate
breakfast. Many parents have early shifts that begin before their children leave
for school. The result is that only one in five American children today consume
even a modest breakfast. This fact, however, is not a result of the School
Breakfast Program but creates a need for the program.
Society is rapidly changing and school breakfast is a response to these
changes, not a cause. For many children the choice is not whether to have
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breakfast at home or at school, the choice is to have breakfast at school or to
have no breakfast at all.
The School Breakfast Program clearly falls within the school's educational
mission. Several studies document the role between good nutrition and the
child's ability to learn.
Staff spend a significant amount of time and thought on selecting
textbooks, developing lesson plans, and providing activities to enhance the
learning of students. Children who are hungry or undernourished cannot take
full advantage of these resources and are therefore not getting an equal
opportunity at education. Providing school breakfast gives all children that
opportunity.
